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DAD'S DAY EDITION
Let's Root
The
l\lusketeers
To Victory
Today
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Univeraity
Of
Cincinnati
Columnist Unearths
Fake Rumors
INACCURACY
Marks Would-Be Scoop Of
Aspiring Joul'.nalist
At Cincinnati

-------

At a university like Xavier in which the foabcj1et1c.ttylvne1ake the
education of youth, not salary, their prime
It Is a
genuine pleasure to welcome the fathers of our students on
"Dad's Day." For such an occasion spells the renascence of
that family spirit of closer co-operation which was so potent
In college thirty or forty years ago.. Let us hope that It will
be the beginning of a larger movement to Induce the modern
educational world humbly lo admit that their vaunted "progress" has been the very antithesis of progress, that they would
do well to go back to where our colleges were when the prcsent dads were collegians or of college age. With this desideralum in mind a nd In the name of the faculty and student body
of Xavier University I bid you ucead mile failte."

II

Father Burns, Coach Crowe,
Moorman And Barrett
Speak

Dad

0

DENNIS F. BURNS, s. ·'·
President.

FOOTBALL GAME
Luncheon And Smoker Held
In Honor Of Fathers
Of Xavier Students

I

Election To
Studes Turn
Be Held At
Cincy Blue In
Homecoming
Big Pep Rally
. I

Editor-In-Chief
An absolute luck of knowledge
of facts and the inability to comprehend the explanation mark the
recent appearance of fnlse statements as fact in the Cincinnati
Bearcat, semi-weekly publication
o! the University of Cincimrnti.
Sid Isaacs, columnist on the
Bearcal staft' 1 nmde his first error
in the column "Sid Sez," printed
in the issue of October 16. The
statement, which was based on
nothing more than a groundless
and inaccurate l'Utnot' which has
been circulating for some time, is
reprinted below exactly as it appeared in the Bearcat.
"One interesting fact which has
been completely passed tip by the
daily press in regard to the Xavier
imbroglio is that Father Burns,
Xavier's new president, is no
ncwcome1· to the job of football
deflation. As i;>rcsident of Loyola
of the North, in Chicago, he
knocked out football completely
except as an intramttl'a1 sport.
The rehabilitation of Xavier's
scholastic reputation in the public
eye was of prime impm·tnnce, and
the Society selected a man with
plenty of courage for what was
obviously destined to be an unpleasant and distasteful job. Now
thut "Fighting Irish" is in the saddle, it looks muchly as though the
handwriting is on the wall as far
as football is concerned. A11yone
interested in second hand, slightly
used stadium, complete with lights
and press box, nice location, apply
(Continued on Page 8)
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Dads Gitests
o~ Uni·versi·ty Ror
D;nner And Game
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Bonfire And Parade Down- Five Members To Be Added
town Incite Spirit For
To Board Of Governors
Today's Game
During Festivities

.I

·., ··:
Y'~

One of the most elaborate events
on the student calendar· was being
held at Xavier University today,
\Vith fathct·s from almost every
slate throughout the Middle West
coming to the campus for the secI ond annun1 Dacrs Day in the hislor~· of the Avondale School.
Early this morning the buildings of the university were opened
for the inspection of the more

II than

two

hundred

fathers

who

with their sons are taking part
i\lr. J. B. l\loorman wdl give the j h. the event. Both local and outXAVIER GRIDDERS
Dad's point of view at the Dad's. of-town circles were well reprePOLICE ESCORT
Day luncheon today. i\lr. l\loor-1 sented in the gathering.
And Band Members Invited m_an will be present with his son,
The formal program was schcdAnd X a v i e r Band Lead
To Jamboree In Field
R1chard, member of the senior uled to get under way at 12 o'clock
Marchers Through
class uf the university.
with a noon-day luncheon set for
House After Game
City Streets
---x--Elet Cafeteria in the Union House
Election of five new members to
on the west side of the campus.
Escorted by a corps of police on the Board of Governors of the
A speaking pmgram to follow
motor ·cycles and in riot cars, ·Jed Alumni Association will be one·
the luncheon included Rev. Denby the University band, and in- of the features of the two-day
nis F. Burns, S. J., President of
spired by a desire to do things to Homecoming celebration, set for
Xavier: Coach Clem F. Crowe of
MisSissippi State which Alnbama, November 8 and 9 on the Xavier
the Musketeers; J. B. Moorman,
Rev. Dennis F. Burns, S. .1.,) Loyola, Mi11snps, and Howard University campus in connection
representing the fathers, and Pau1
president of Xavier University, were unable to do, three hundred I with the Musketeer-Centre footBarrett, speaking in behalf of the
will represent the faculty at ·the rather uncivilized students, who, ball game.
sons.
second annuaJ Dad's Day lunch-~ according to rurnors, attend Xav.ier
Five place~ ~n the Board will
l\Tl'. l\ Ioorman, father o( Richard
eon today. Fr. Burns will address] University, cn1ivened downtown be open in November with the reJ. l\'Ioormnn, a senior in the Colthc assemblCll Dads anrl wiH Cincinnnti last night with a pa- tirement of the following men who
lcge of Libero) Arts, is general
speak on the relations which I rade and pep rally.
have served three years: Rev. Edmanager of the Equitable Life Inshouhl exist between r>arent anrl
The event, the second of its kind ward . A. Freking, Walter S.
surance Company in Cincinnati.
professor.
this
year,
was
attended
by
mnny
\
Sc~1r:i1dt,
Walter
A.
Ryan,
Jr.,
Bunctt, Editor of the Xaverian
1
---x--'I more students than its predecessor
~~;~:~ .E. Fox and Joseph A.
News and president of the ninctyCORRESPONDENT
when a mere handful were forced
Th P
. t
five-year-old Poland Philopedian
e comm1"lte es t o nmnma
e
1
Society on the campus, is also a
Andrue L. Bertling', '26, is a car- to "skin the \Vitdcat.". The entire candidates for their places consist
Cincinnatian, <ind will have as his
respondent for Associated P1·ess student body. practicall_y were of Dr. Homer J. Huschart, EdPaul Barrett, senior in the Col- guest his father, Mr. William H.
in the Italo-Ethiopinn war now present lasi mght and with yells, ward J. Tracy, Dr. Francis A. legc of Liberal Arts. will speak on Barrett,
prominently identified
being waged. Berding is on the cheers •. and so.ngs, worked. them- Kramer, Willinm V. Schmeidke, J behalf of the Student Rody at the 1 with Xnvicr activities in recent
front with the Italian troops in ~elves ~n.to ~ pitch of fe\:~nsh glee and Dr. Thomas P. Hart, of the Dad's Day program today. Bar- I years.
Northern Ethiopia. For the past in anhc1patJon of the Massacre Blue Ticket; rmd Dr. Harry Car- rett, editor or the News, is active\ A specinl clght-pngc edition of
several years he hns served as of the l\1aroons" this afternoon.
roll, Harry H. Riee:kclman, John on the canlpus.
j
(Continued on Page 4)
AP correspondent in Rome.
The rally began at seven o'clock E. Fitzpatrick, Frank A. Gauche,
•vith a gigantic bonfire on thle and Edward C. Moorman, of the
practice field. After the attending White Ticket.
members of the team, several
The President of the Alumni
""
·
leaders of student activity, and the Association will be chosen from
most ardent fan on the campus, the Board of Governors at the
o·
Father Kane, Athletic Director, first meeting after the Homecom,, 1
"'-"
fl,
had spoken of the team's chances, ing celebration. Joseph A. Vera few cheers were lifted to the kamp has been president during N H I
_l_I__ d T
B
sky, and the parade of machines, the past y~ar.
.
II
o
o es A owe
o
urn you had my well-being at heart.
But I'm Still Wondering chizzel in years and in the last few measm"ing three city blocks in
Meanwhile, preparations for the
In Bottom Of Dad's
I can always depend on you.
What Poor Student They years I chizzel quite a number of length, headed South.
class parade which will be o!'e of
Pants Pockets
Dad (to himself): Well, once
\
Picked As My Son
feeds.
Tl d
t r
. _t
the features of the event continued'
, ___
more you fell for the tears, Every
.
--.
Everybody is very chufomy in1e e~ons ra ion m . own was to progress under the direction of
By Charles l\.lcDowcll
time she cries it costs you m?ney.
BY Jack Fogarty
deed, in fact, I never see such far sup;rior to ~ny previ?us dem- Richard D. Downing and Jack G.
Characters:
.
(Mother having acc~mph_sh<:d
I am putting one of Thom Mc- chumminess among sober guys in onstrat.on both m order~mess and Downey. All living members of
Dad
her aim leaves the room m a JUb1An's products down in front of all my life. A few speeches arc volume. Hosts of outsiders f?l- the Alumni will :march l:iehinJl
Mother
Jant mood .. ~ad goes back tc his
the other along Fifth street when I made and they are tops; not once lowed the para~e on f~ot which their class banners according to
Sister
pap~r. Will1~n a few mmutes
Steve the Slugg pulls up along side do they try to sell me anything. All followed the pohce escm t and the the present plan. The parade,
"Big" Brother
~un10r, the l!tl!e b~·other, stalks
and relates to me the very screwy the guys and their kids chew the band through t~c strec~s.
which will march on the playing
Little Brother
mto the room with 111~ head down.
d t ·rs
After serenading Xavier a~ most field during the half of the game,
Scene: Living room of any After a moment of silence.)
e ai of what happens to him on rag until there is practically no of the better known spots. in the will form again immediately aft- home that has the above charac-1 Junior (Timidly): Dad!
October 26, Anno Domino 1935.
rag left; never· do I see so much
h
d b k
I ·
Now I do not··care to listen to talk without somebody being biffed city, t e para e ro e up ear Y m er the final gun and proceed to ters. As the play opens, Dad is
Dad (Looking up): Hello, JunSteve or even to be seen with him about this time, but I figure this order to ~!low th~ students to
(Continued on Page 5)
sitting in his favorite chair read- ior, have you finished your lesbut he is a very hard boy nnd I am {s because I spend most of my time break up m~o sectmns and ~old
---x--ing the evening paper. Mother sons?
not sure if my Insurance is paid up with guys that thjnk nothing smaller ralhes In the various
has just' entered the room from
Junor:
Yes, sir. (Dad con1
1
•
suburbs.
the kitchen. Alors.
tinues his reading once more as
so 1end an ear.
·
Iwhatever of shooting their mother The arrangements last njght
--Mother: I must absolutely have Junior makes his way to his
Steve spouts as follows: "[ am for her gold fillings.
dragging the carcass up Dana aveThree different times 1 start were under the direction of the
a new gas range. I won't cook chair.) Do you know Mrs. Grump?
Student Council in charge of the
another meal on that broken stove.
Dad: Yes.
·
h
nue,
forvia
a place
to give
my 1slipping
forks
myit,pockets
t
bookieuntlng
a bu2z
the Bell
Teledo not go
thruinto
with
I thinkbutI committee composed of Kim DarHow can I bring the neighbors in
Junior (with downcast eyes):
phone Co., and notice a lai·ge·red must be sick; and when, by the ragh, Charles McEvoy, and Donald
___
my kitchen to see something like I Her window was broken.
1
joint on my right; after prodding end of the meal, 1 return a few Barman. lt is believed that pep
Phillip H. Bucklew, president of that. Why, ~-.
.
Dad.: That's too bad.
the grey matter a bit I decide that wallets to the bfrds sitting next rallies will be held later in the the Student Council, wns ele.cted
i:'a.d (Looki~g ;ip fron;: his pa~umor:. A football was knocked
this is the place l·am looking for. to me, I know I am not myself.
season for the Homecoming game chairman of the Social Committee pei ). Whal did ~ou. say.
Uuough it.
As'I ankle In I notice signs, readAfter the banquet we go down against Centre and the Thanks- at its meeting this week. Others
Mother, (Becommg
angry): I Dad' (Fa!ling to see throu!l~
·
giving game with Centenary.
elected at the meeting were Mr., Wh~?' don t you llslcn to what I j Jumm: s bu11d~up): Who did it.
ing, quote "Welcome dads,'~ un-, to the stadium to watch Xavier
---x--Charles Wheeler facult member Isay. ls that all the thanks I get
.Tumor: I ~hcl.
.
.
quote. I never have seen. any boys and Mississippi boys play
as treasurer a~d Pauf Kel1y n~ ~after 1 sla_ve over a hot stove all: Dad (Commg to life): Yo:1 dtd.
signs reading in this manner so I with a football. Of course I hear
, •r tar
'
J clay
workmg myself away to n I I thought I told you to play m the
keep plodding. No sooner do I. plenty" about football and even
DEDICATION·
lsecPle Y· . f l . d·
f. .
mere nothing? (Starting to cry). vacant. lot. Well, you must pay
darken the doorway than some snagged a few iron men by betting
ans 1DI u me Llnccs 0 clll
I wish I were dead.
for it out of your allowance. That
mug 'trots up; slips me the palm on such contests, but I never see
1'oday's issue of the Xaverian /formal type w?rc made du~ to the
Dad (Moved by the tears): will be punishment enough in itand says: "Welcome dad." Now I a football gume in my life.
News is the largest issue in the success, fin.nncrnlly a_nd socmlly, of)Now, now, whnt is it you want?
self..
am nobody's dnd and I do not wish
By tfie time the gume starts I am matter of ()•pc that has ever 1 tile _dance m the Umon House folMother (Bnghtening up n bit.
,Junior: But l bought the footto be anyone's dad, but I see the, just lousy with \Vhat they call been publishecl by the univer- \ lo\~ng .the H~sk:n game. The She sees her ch.nnce and stl'ikcs): 1ba1l with my a11owc.mcc and l\'1rs
1
guy is not trying to slip one over, "school spirit" 'from listening to sity. It surpasses an~· previous soclcll cc1lcndm .h.is not y~t b('~n I'm merely nskrng for a new gas 1 Grump won't give 1t back to me
so I let it go.
the boys and their dads talk and Issue 111 size by at least Hve drawn up but will he publ!shed m range to make my drudgery 1 until the window is paid for.
In ten minutes I shake hands if I hear a punk say that the Xav- thousand words. The editor Is November..
.
· .
easier. It's only fair to me to
Dad (Seeing the futility of it
with more college guys and their ler's are not the best tenm in the pleased to dedicate this Issue,
The Social Committee is now have my task made easier by mod-1 all): All right, ho\¥ much will it
pappys than I can count and I country: I am ready to cuff him.
with all of Its attendant work, made up of Bucklew, chairman, ern methods, etc. - - (and so on cost?
•·
·
I observe that there are eleven to Xavier Dads, !\lay they James Shaw, Joe ~ruse, and. J'.aUI for ten minutes).
.
. Junior (Sheepishly, but knowing
feel like one of the family. Pretty
soon one and all go upstairs to put husky babies on each team and a find on their return each year . Kelly, class. presidents, Wilham
Dad (finally): All right, buy . his battle is won): Three dollars.
on the nose-bag and what is more few referees to break up the a better university, but never a Grogan, semor member, and the yourself one tomorrow.
Dad (Reaching In his pocket
they take me along. I wish to say clinches. Furthermore I see that more friendly one.-The Editor. Rev. C. J. Steiner and Charles
Mother (Rushing up and kissing and forking over) : Here, pay for
that this feed Is better than any I
(Continued on Page 7)
Wheeler, faculty members.
him): You old dear.· I knew 1
(Continued on Page 3)
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Xavier For The Dads!
Today Xavier has as its guests the fathers of all Xavier students.
Today the university campus and activities are de~cated_ to t~ose who
are directly responsible for ~he sust~nance of Xavier Uruvers1ty as an
institution of higher Cathohc learrung.
.
.
h ld
This is only the first anniversary of this ':'enture, whic~ s ou
have possessed a constant position on the Xavier calendar_ smce the
beginning of the institution. However, no reg_a'.d was give~ to. a
method of honoring "Daer' until a rather enterprising student cou!1c1~
forgetting that many students regarded its power· as a fable, decide
to sponsor a unad1s Day11 last year.
This first "Dad's Day" was an undoubted success and was so well
received by both fathers and students that available room to ~ccom
modate all was Jacking. Indications are that the response this year
has been even more enthusiastic and plans have been made to accommodate more fathers than were present last fall.
.
lt would be more appropriate if every day of the sch_?last1c ;orear
could be dedicated to "Dad." But since this would be 1mpr~cttcal,
it is appropriate that the u~versity .ch~ose one day to set as1~e for
those who have chus~n Xavier as their Alma Mater by proxy.
And so today, the banquet in the Union House, .tile football game
which is the best on the schedule, the smoker, this issue of the News
which is tiic largest ever published by Xavier, and all of the campus
facilities are dedicated to "Dad."
lt is hoped that the dedication of this day will in some smaU way
be a display today of the gratitude each student .hold~, and the ~ru':'er
sily feels, for Dad and his choice oC Xavier U111v~rs1ty as tht' 111slltution worthy for the training of his son.

---x---

Bigger And Better Council
Some years ago the Student Council, official organ of the Student
body was branded as the most inactive organization on the c.ampus.
However, a survey of the recent accomplishments. of the Council must
necessarily compel one to list it as the most acl.i\'e group now functioning at Xavier.
·
.
In the last two years the meritorious work of the Student Council
has erased all past blemishes from its annals. With an aie;t group
of men functioning as a unit the Council has taken great strides forward in legislation in the interest of the men of Xavier.
A glance at the records of the Council will substantiate our contention that it is now the most active group at Xavier.. Perhaps the
important innovation introduced by the Student Council :was the _construction of the Social Committee. The purpose .of this body is ~o
supervise all student dances and other social affairs. One fact. w1l'.
prove the importance of the construction of the Social Committee,
that fact is last Year's Junior Prom, the best dance ever sponsored by
Xavier. What more can be said?
Besides increasing the number of dances at Xavier, the student
Council has introduced Dad's Day, a feature which is welcomed by
both Dad and Son. Pep rallies, Crowe Night and other imp?rtant
items of student interest are part accomplishments of the Council.
While we have shown why we consider the Student Council to be
the most active organ on the campus we would implor~ this group. to
keep up its splendid work. Gentlemen of the Cou'?c~l why not introduce more innovations, why not sponsor more ac\tv1ty among students? You can do it, your record proves this fact.

r-I ~;i;;s-\Ybo's Wh~-11
Charles

~cEvoy

26, .1936

•:.__._,,.________,1_,_._,...~,... • ':- ._..__ •

-a--·"

(Editor's Note: It ia titting that thia co I um n on
campus personalities should commenc.e with the presentation of members of the student council. Upon them reats
the responsibility for all activity, a fact which few student
seem to reanze. They figure intrin&ically in the functions
of campus life and should be known by all the students,)
PHILLIP ff. BUCKLEW

"Buck" ... energetic pl'Esident
of the student council ... a million
thing.s to do and only a day to do
them in ... hustling, determined,
worried, yet never lacking that
Bucklew smile ... the "committee!'
man of the student council.
A power tackle on the Musketee1; "iron" line, for t1wo years ...
not out~tanding but determined, on
the field as oft' .. : captain of the
Freshman team in 1932 as a center, end, and fullback ... switched·
to fullback as a Sophomore and
wound up at a tackle berth in his
.Junior year . ·.. keeps ln training during the summer days
working for the State High way Commission in 2.nd around
Columbus.
Did you know that Buck Jwas all-City end on the
Columbus North eleven in High School? ... topped off his
three years in high school work with the team captaincy
as a senior .. , President of his class and member of student court in his graduating year.
Buck is a power in the Student Council, "The1" man to
head it , .. a prudent. choice on the part of the student
body ... PMllip H. Bucklew is a senior this year ••• He
refuses to disclose the significance of the "H" in his name
... claims it does not stand for Homer though ... time
will tell.

The

]imm's Jibe Jamboree

Week

By

, Convention advocated that both
! organize separate units.
'
Art
Hidalgo de Caviedes, a Spanish
'artist, was awarded the $1,000
In The
first prize at the Carnegie International show last week for his can, vas, Elvira and Tiberio, completed
' so hurriedly in August that the
By Vin.cent E. Smith
. artist found no time for coating
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.;:it with varnish to enter the 33year-old contest held in PittsAbroad
1burgh.
The war between Italy and i The work showing a gay young
Ethiopia ~onti~1ued to rag~ at a 'Negro coupie of South America,
fut·ious chp this. week despite the dressed in their fancy clothes, sitLeag~c·~ . financial . boycott . and : ting on a sofa, is among other
the mdiv1dtml elf?' ts of . France things remarkable for the deliand England to brmg the issue to cate facial features depicted by
a speedy close.
, Caviedes. There is a bright con-1
Prime Mif?ister Stan~ey Baldwin tras.t of color ~n.d a masterful .seof .G~0eat Bntaln, hearing of Mus:, lect10n of deta1l_m the perspective.
sol1m s press stat7me!'t that E~g 1 The second prize _went to Charles
land has been acting m good faith· Burchfield for a winter scene cenin her announced plans foi• a gen- : tering about a cottage in the backera! embargo, was pes.simistic woods, while Henry Mattsan, with
over the chances of ending the a painting of the seas captured
conflict soon. In a speech deliv-1 third place in the ratlng. Both
ered to his partisans at Worces- are American artists.
ter, he showed that no country
The Cinema
was safe from war with the ItaloA Midsummer Night's Drettm,
EthioJ?ian . dispu.te now raging. : the first Shakespearean drama
Stressing 1m'!'ed1ate peace as the Iever to go on the screen, was reonly preventive· of a world con- ' lensed last week by Warner
fiict, he said that "the only safe ! Brothers and in both London and
way for :iny nation to be kept out i New Yo~k where it appeared at
of war is to see thnt war never the same time, excited unusual
comes."
response from the distinguished
Premier Laval of France, twice audiences who gathered on openrebulJed by Italy, also was gloomy ling nights.
about the immediate restoration of i Directed by Max Reinhardt and
peace. No move was . ~ade . in·, featuring Joe E. Brown, James
Paris to replace the British ships i Cagney and Dick Powell, the proin the Mediterranean, as a high i duction is said to differ greatly
official declared, ''.I am not .~o sure Ifrom the original play. Much of
the situation has im~r~ved.
I the poetry has been eliminated,
Meanwhile, Eth10p1an forces i and more prosaic lines have been
were preparing for an Important . added. B~t. both New York and
battle on the northern front, prob- London critics who foresee recably near M;akale. Ar'!'~ imports ord-breaking runs agree that It
gre~tly fortified Selassie s tr~o~: !1is the best offered by Hollywood
d~rmg .the past week, but 1
I in re~ent years.
still beheved that his men do not J Besides the fruit of Shakeshave enough power to repel the peare, there ls a Mendelssohn
Italian army. Makale is one of : score and a Nijinski ballet to add
the trading posts in the moun- i to the thrills of the audience. The
tain,1 us section of Ethiopia and at, photography, supervised by Hal
presc·nt is one of the strongholds: Mohr, makes the setting far more
of the Selassie forces.
I pleasing than the scenery of the
At Home
. stage
A fist fight at the Convention of \ Pl~ns to show the film only at
the American Federation of La-1 legitimate theaters received little
bor resulted in a near riot last response from the Warner busiweek, when two factional leaders, ness managers.
disagreeing over the uniting of
l\luale
craftsmen; came to qlows after
p rgy and Bess the opera in
bitter personal feeling had been Ne;o dialect bra~ded by critics
vented 0 ~ b_oth sides.
as the best strictly American opera
The prmc1pals, John L. Lewis, j to go on the stage in recent years
president of t~e United Mine opened in Manhattan last week:
Workers, and William Hutcheson, 1featuring Todd Duncan and Anne
president of the carpenters' union, , Wiggins Browne in the title roles.
~quabbled over a pr~position barr-1 The scores written by George
mg craftsmen from industry. Aft- and Ira Gershwin are easily the
er an exchange of words, the lead- high-lights of the work. But the
ers tangled and were separated performances of the colored prln·
only when delegates, swarming clpals, making their first profesabout, Induced Hutcheson to leave sional appearance, Is of unusual
the hall.
caliber.
Blame for the fight was shifted
The libretto, written by DuBois
from one leader to another, with Heyward, is taken from his play,
President William L. Green urging Porgy. It is not difficult to und~rthe members to forget the whole stand and reveals many absorbing
affair. The entire convention thus facts about ~egro llfe.
far has been devoted to the relaThe opera is unde; the. direction
lion of crafts to industry. The of Reuben Mamouhan.

Jimm E. S11aw

World

i

I

I

Your Uncle .Jlmm ls oft called an old masher,
Than wh~m. It Is said, there Is no one rasher,
At times this has caused me much worry
When I mixed up the names In a hurry;
But Bettle and Nancy and Rita
And Ruth-tban these are there any sweetaWill remain true I am shewer,
I would no' be content with fewer.
·
,
And now having started with a realistic piece of vene about the
most lnteresilng figure In this part of the world. (I mean to my readers
vho 1 figure are all worms or at least always appear squirming when
'
I'm looking,) I wlll now proceed to the less Important features as all
the ancient writers s~em to say after the third penfull.
Shhh gents! . , . Im In again .•. some one left the door open so I
sneaked In • • the censors locked the stable door after the "horseplay"
had begun ... hence If any of my cracks have a fowl odor about them
lls caused by the stable atmosphere . ._. heah goes •.. she wore hell
stockings Inside out all through the summer beat •.• She sa.ld ll cooled
her olT to turn the hose upon her feet ••• Not bad for a: start, eh boys!
The Carnegie Tartan reports that a class In crlmlnolo.ll'Y recently dllcovered that when dancln.1r, It makes little difference whether one's
partner Is a lfenlus or a moron. Morons, the class discovered, are endowed with a sense of rhythm and most of them are excellent dancen.
On the dance ftoor Ibey appear abnost normal ..• They must have
been to that Haskell Hop last Frldae , •. A few of the morons who cut
in on yer unkul Jlmm were endowed with a sense of rhYlhm, all l'lrht
. , . yeah, hut their normality was hardly evident , .• It was more oil
brutality . , , Pents Poem: Wrinkle, wrinkle, tittle suit; How I wonder
II yer tromer cuff, hfgh above the unshlned boot, Is hall-mast for
someone you lutr . , • Then, theres "U1herelte" Kampsen, he's 10 broadminded he recently got a cold In the head and the cold got lost (ill
those &'l'eat open sp11ces , , • where men 11re men and women don't irlve
a durn) .•• Absent minded profeuors wife: "Walt .John, are you sure
you've forgotton everything" , , • Here Is a part of a paral!l'aph, clipped
from an article In the Virginia Tech News: "In referring to his noise
survey of the clty of Roanoke, Professor F. B. Haynes stated, tut
night that street cars cause the loudeat noise, anlsted by Prof• .J. B.
Ryman" ... They must be roommates , . Believe It or not, he's walling
fer a street car .•• It may not be Xmas yet "Goldilocks" Fuchs, ole
Nicks "rail guy" helper, Is stalking the 1'lount presenting radios to

h

.

eac and every .deserving little chlcago lass.. . Though he knew Jane
~ut thre~. weeks, She made his heart skip extra beats •. Lot or these
· ox-road tales are Just so much bull •.• In ,certain parts of India,
unkul Jlmm Is Informed, there exlsls a womens language which me11;
do not undentand ..• The other spots In India must be .rare places
• •. It would be nothing short of panecea If women could develop ~
laDgWllle whlcl1 n1en could not hear ••• KnJirhls of old on char.1renr
bold acompllshed many a feat; but "Don Juan" Kiefer his best work_
does In the back In a rumble sest • • • Request Repeat: "Co-ed: No\\!
that you've kissed me, what do you think of me? Prof: You'll pass"
.• • Tobacco Is a filthy weed, from the clevll It doth proceed. It plcU
yer pocket and burllll yer clothes .•. And makes a stovepipe of yer
no.se .•• "Roses and Drums" (I mesn "ROSff and Kisses") Sweeney,
Is In the headlines again! , '. . a man with a past jest can't be passed , .
11 Is r1111tored that recently his heart bolt had a burthdae •.• she wuz
Jest seventy-two seasons old .•. fer each year she was given a rose
and for each rose she gave him a taste of her lipstick .•• The ftavor
wuz after a vote pool of the dorm men of experience In that regarcl
placed at ra1zberry .•. She wuz only a billiard champs daughter Ye*
1he never missed her cue .. , Most gurls have a akin they Juve to retouch •.. Jest to show you bow the X men get around "Shotrtin"
Jonke and "Boxer" Dreman were recently spotted at Peggy's Grille
on the hill with the O'B (not B. O.) sisters, l\lary & Jane Jne •..
Somebuddle's musclln&' In on somebuddle's territory . . • Her coffee
doe11 not chill. Her food gives you a thl'lll:You'll never need a pill, II
you eat at Peuy's Grille •.• that oughla' get me some kind of a dla·
conn&.
·
CUFF NOTES: .• , "Short Bat" McKewon signs up fer the soon
to be lnauinnated "Touch Football" at Xavier . , , he ou.chta' go to
town here •• , that "touch" part comes so natural to him with the<
barlowe locks , •• "Go Broke Easy" Gropn and "Ten cents, Tbreei
fer a Quarter" Homan are thrown for a aeventy cent IO&S (so Uiey say)
on their latest financial project, the "Foothall Fooler For Fools" • . ,
Just nine more daya for that Invite for unkul Jlmm to c1111te fer the
upperclusmen fracias on October thirtieth at the mount • , . git bulsee
gurls! ... "Dimples" Waper, we are Informed wants some Ink hence•
I forth In tltls column • , , "Cau" It seem• keeps a scrapbook with au the
13riC~bafS
~()S(lS
, football heroes pictures In them ••. Vnkul .Jlmm can't print yer mu.1r:
but he kin alve you the ~·Bug" . , • "Tall Corn" Wlndrartner pliantly
~
• • •
•
- - - · -. • • -+ plucks a red feather from out the bonnett or a big had lnJun for his
·
Dorothy B. at the Haskell Hoppee the other nlte , .• It proved to be a
. It seems that Dad will be here posed of .the twelv~ mo~t fluent "dummy" however , • , no not "Windy" the Indian , , . All right, have H
today t? learn .an of _the ~hings debaters m the l'hilopedian and your way • • Gude ole Theta Pl Alpha, Ute eyes and ears ol the world,
concenung Xavier University of from December until. Ma~. m~t crashes through to another victory at the recent Frosh Queen election.
which he has prob~bly wondered teams. from other uruvers1ties m
UNFINISHED BUSINESS: •. , TepJd Tip, men! n Is reported on
on. numerous. occas~ons. And s<> forensic combat. F~r th<:> p~st good authority that sweet Ill' Aanes the scarlet topped beauty from
this c~lumn I;' dedicated to Dad three years, the Varsity Debating, the mount Is about to be "free" . .aln .•• It seems that "Homer" Cum·
and 'A'.'ll cons1s~ of an attempt to team has won a majo.rlty of _its· mlnp, Of "soft white handa" fame Is taken In by 11 certain ambitious
a~quamt todays guests of honor contests, Last ~eason, m ~ddlbon "Ann" .. , some l'llJI Just never will know what end Is up ••• Amon&"
":'1th some of the advantag~s, out- to some fifteen inter-collegiate d~- the later comers at the da ce Frid last er "Ch -t " G rt
d
side of the classroom, whtch are bntes at home, three tours were hi
n
ae
w e
ess Y a ner an
offered by Xavier University
made one through Northern Ohib"
s young poetess escort with the aesthetic smile lfolen · • • she wields
The first organization in th~ or- one through Michigan, and on~· the baton out O. L. A. way · • • sure you know who Gartner Is · he·~
der of importance ls the Student through the Middle West.
the fellow. who In the recent Phllop Debate preferred Comm~ to
Council. Membership in this s'ociAnother organization w h I c h I se.~tlon laws , • • he must be broke too , , . others present were Bronety which controls student activity, tends to spread the name at Xavier j eo Young and h~s hand warm~~· a comely lass whose name has fled
consists of the four class presi-, thl'ough adjacent states is the I ~Y memory an~. Roaring .John CoWProuikl Inc · · · Then there wuz
dents, four membel's of the Senior [Dante Club, lecture society. The i Beau Brummel Wunderlich plus a susplclnned Importation fr~!" h!s
class, three Juniors, two Sopha-. Dante Club is one of Xavier's se-. Aurora~ baJ)py huntlnr grounds · ~ • In ltdditlon to which were La.,y
mores, and one Freshman. AIJ 'lect organizations and new mem· 1 Flnrers Russ and Dottle r.. (but no George,) lll:V fren, who seems to
members are elected by popular) bers are chosen by the club roster! have a preferance for fullback• this season . , , and soo tno yer. unkul
vote of the class itself while the and the faculty Moderator. The: .!Imm has a preferance fer sleep this evenln_I' so with dolcf11l yearnlnrs
officers of the council are chosen I repertoil'e of the club comists at he tears himself from his onl:v love and dives beneath a plllowy wave
from the senior members by a vote J seven complete lectul'es which are: Into the arms of Morpheus. SplashhH!
of the entire student body. Dur-· given in conjunction, with slides.' "
--Ing the past two years, several Approximately twenty-five lee-'. two organizations of merit. The , drama will be disclissed has been
valuable innovations have been tures are given annually.
j Xavier Band made up of students lnstailed by the Masquers. Three
made by the council among which
Xavier's three student publica- lnterested in music plays for ail of I one-act plays will be given before
should be listed "Dad's Day," lions are the Xaverian News, the 1th<:> football games and -several j Thanksgiving. This society is open
which the council not only in- Musketeer, and the Athenaeum. 'other events on the campus. It to all students of the university.
stalled iast year, but aiso has com- The Xaverian News is published j practices diligently twice A week
The Junior and Senior Sodalities
plete charge of arl'angements. An- weekly throughout the school year and, dLil'ing the football season, 1are the two organizations of the
1
other feature which was first in- and this year has been increased, frequently more often. A student university devoted to religious
traduced last year was a Social in size. The staff is appointed by '. does not. necessarily have to know · training. The Senior Sodality
Committee which has greatly im- the editor-in-chief Who in tum is how to play an instrument to be- I' comprises the three upper classes
proved Xavier's social calendar in selected by the Moderator of Pub- come a member of the band but while the Freshmen have a sepboth quality and quantity, ,The licati'!ns. Younger students are those students interested in play-, arate division known as the Junior
~bolition of freshmen hazing, the especially welcome on the staff of ing receive free instructions from,. Sodality, All students are urged
improved cheering at football the News.
. the director.
to belong to the sodnlities but it is
games, entertainments nt football
The Musketeer, Xavier ye~r
The Glee Club, which also meets: not compulsory. A special free
games, ail these are the work of book, ls published jn May ot each every Tuesday and Thursday eve- : period at 11 :30 on Friday morning
the Student Council.
year, It is an accurate record of llinii, can be classed as one ·of the: Is granted the three upper classes
Xavier's oldest and most tradi- the year's activity arid has in re- most act!ve organizations. Its con- 'and the so.dal!ty meetings are held
tional society is the Poland Phil· cent years been very representa- cert schedule each yeAr includes· at this time. The Freshmen· meet.
opedlan Debating Society. This tive of the university, Students some twenty-five appearances be- 1 on Monday morning following
clu?, which began its ninety-fifth .are cho~en by the editor-in-chief fore ncndemy, college, and parent- . their weekly Mass. Many outside
active year this September, meets and business manager to work for teacher audiences. It ls the third activities are handled by the soevery second Monday to debate the annual.
cultural club on the campus which . dalities annually •through their
on popular topics of interest. The . The Athenaeum is the .student helps to advertise Xavier through- . various sections.
Poland Philopedlan is open to hterar>: magazine and is published out the vicinity and state.
I Xavier's -most exclusive society
membership to all students inter- t~ree times· a year. lt consists enThe Masque. Society stands high ·is the Mermaid Tavern, literary
ested in debating and forensic ex- brely of student contributions in on the extra-curricular IJst. Evl!1'y society. This organization, which
perience. Membership Is a requi- the field of literature. The publi· year, students interested in dra- i is limited to thil'teen members
site for participation in the annual cation does. not print advertise· matics present one three-act play J chosen by the society with the
Verkamp Debate and also for a ·ments but is dependent entirely and a number of one-act plays for · faculty approval, has for Its aim
PD•~it.ion on the Varsity Det;ate upon patron subscriptions for its the student body and friends of success in literary work.
It ls
team.
·
financial sustlnence.
Xavier. This season a system of ; also a social club nnd the meetings
This latter organization Is comIn the field of music, Xavier has regular meetlnirs at which the .
Continued on Page 7
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I·
Of Haskell
One Hundred Years Of
President Gives Strong Reply Description
Institute, Oldest Foe,
Xavier's History Told
Uncovered By Reporter
By Xaverian Editor
I should be sadly disappointed if even one of our students
at Xavier were taken In by the propaganda a group have recently been putting forth. Assuming the pretentious !Ille of
"The National Student Federation of the United States of
America", they have had the elTrontery to mall to us some of
their silly vaporings. I am sure all of our students will be,
interested In reading the letter I sent them last week. II ran
as follows:

until 1912 that the efforts 'at the
of his place in American history,
INTERESTING DAY
Jesuits met with results. The old
the white man should make proAvondale Athletic Club, situated
visions for him. Accordingly, the
Depicted In Account Of Col- on Victory Boulevard, between
Spent By Students At Amer- Federal Governmcn l has assumed
Winding Way, Dana and Herald
control over the redmen, and beorful Description Of
ica's Greatest Indian
Avenues, was purchased and it is
sides giving them reservations
Xavier's Century
"Sirs,
College
upon this site that the present
where they can live in their peYou will obli!l"e us if you remove Xavier University al
Xavier University stands.
e u liar way, lrns established
By Joseph J. Gruenwald
By Vincent E. Smith
schools, one of which is Haskell
once from your malling list. You may not know it; but your
From this point on the progress
Xavier University, one of the of the College was steady. SevColumbus was amazed at the Institute, opponent of Xavier last
real character Is diametrically opposite to all that we leach
oldest educational institutions in eral new buildings were added to
people
he
saw
when
in
October,
Friday
night at Corcoran Pield.
al Xavier and all that the students of Xavier stand for. Both
the State of Ohio, has a very in- accommodate the ever-expanding
1492, he sighted America, dropped
John Carney, 1 the triple-threat
teresting and vivid history, dat- student bodies. With a wellfacufty and students here regard such statements of yours as
the anchor of the Santa Maria, and star of the Haskell backfield, who
ing back to the year 1831. Dur- planned scientific building pro'We refuse to support the government of the United Slates
claimed the new land for the King was out of the game with a twisting these almost one hundred and gram fulfilled, Xavier University
and Queen of Spain, planting the ed .leg, watched the game from the
in any war in which it may engage' as treason to our beloved
four years of continuous existence has become one of the modern
flag
of the white man for the first press-box where he supplied the
native lanll and as poorlyMcloakcd Communism."
much water, to use the old plati- colleges in the country.
Her
time among a different race. The writer with many interesting !acts
(Signed) Dennis F. Burns, S. J.
tude, has flowed under the pro- equipment, both from an educaearly settlers who left England concerning his people and the inverbial bridge.
President.
tional standpoint and from an athand France in the sixteenth cen- stitution where he has made himIm!ieed, so many things have letic point of view, are among the
tury were also stricken with awe, sel! a hero.
been accomplished that It would best in the state of Ohio.
when coming to America to seek
Haskell, he said, is the largest
be impossible to speak of them all
One more iqiportant step in the
religious freedom, they encoun- school of its kind in the country
without filling volumes, yet while development of St. Xavier Coltered here a strange type of man and has for its students only Inthe students and professors of lege took place just a few years
who roved the forest in tribes and dians who are dispatched there
these anti-religious days of the ago, on August 4, 1930. On this
fled in fear whenever he saw their by the Department of the Interior.
"Know-Nothing-Movement" have particular date the State Departfaces.
There are 40 buildings located on
passed away and are forgotten, ment of Education decreed that
S
Neither of these were deluded the campus at Lawrence, Kansas,
their deeds are not. Some things Xavier should be advanced to the
when they saw a man with red Including both student accommoof their very nature must live on rating of university. Since that
=a=d=ed==p=at=e=,=a=n=d=u=nh=ea=r=d=,=b=u=t=f=o=r skin, high cheek bones, half-clad, dations and cottages for the emforever, so it Is with the brave year the one-time Athenaeum has Deprenion Seen A1 Cau1e
end with a pompous array of ployees of the Institute and their
actions of these early professors been known as Xavier University.
the click of the Cuban heels on his !eathers adorning his head. In families. There is a large athOf Recent Growth Of
and students of Xavier. Their
The rating as a university climoleskins.
reality, a new. people had been letic field, tennis courts, and a
Unattractive Croup
memory must live, in fact, it Is maxed ninety-five years of strugAlways young, usually not too found-one that the advanced cul- picturesque woodland lying nearthe vital blood that flows through gle and hardship upon the part of
unattractive and invariably pos- ture of European nations knew by where the students may seek
BY Richard Norris
sessed of earthly wealth never to nothing about and was at first un- their recreation.
the institution today, nourishing the Jesuits to bring Xavier to its
it in its constant progress forward present position in the limelight.
Most of us are familiar with that the excess of fifty or seventy-five willing to consider as human. CoThe 600 students including both
during this trying period of
type of social being known as the ,cent~\ the "Mmkler" is usually lumbus was under the illusion that boys and girls are about equally
"Gate Crasher" or. "Muscler" who seen hovering in the vicinity of a his new land was a part of India divided in number between the
Paganism, of Godlessness, this period of moral destitution and re- Dad Continues
came into existence immediately sorority dance, a Homecoming, a and, consequently. he gave its in- commercial and vocational schools
after America inaugurated what Prom, or even the coming out habitants a corresponding name. which comprise the ~urricula ofligious destruction.
Digging. Into
Back in the year 1831, when
we laughingly refer to as the De- party of young Emily Geegaw. But the term, Indian, though a fered by Haskell. The former
Bishop Fenwick, the first Catholic
pression.
Unfortunately the "Mus c 1 er" misnomer, has remained with the course includes business subjects
Pants
Pocket
The almost absurd scarcity of comes out much oftener and more red people ever since.
somewhat akin to those offered
Bishop of Cincinnati, founded an
institution of the higher education.
(Continued from Page 1)
Years have passed since the by the School of Conunerce and
coin In the realm during the past sensationally than do the Emily
and instruction of youth, little did it and be sure to play in the lot seven years, has, no doubt, been a Geegaws.
Brave was first sighted from those Finance at Xavier. The latter inhe realize to what great propor- hereafter.
prime factor in bringing about the
A true son of the hidden pass- three ships in the Spanish fleet. eludes studies of painting, printtions his venture would expand.
Junior (Very happy now): Yes, evolution of this rather low form out check is !'ever at a loss for a The little red-skinned boy, who ing, and various types of engineerAt the time of the foundation of sir. (He takes the money and of life. I hasten to explain to the way o_f mak11_1g entrance to the rollicked among the dripping ing with related subjects.
"The Athenaeum," such was the runs from the room to tell Mother. unenlightened that "muscler" is a party m question. Usually he does leaves after the spring rain, has
An interesting routine makes up
name given to the new educa- Daughter comes in with a know- person (or thing, as someone has not bother to approach the main faded into a character of fiction. the day of the Indian, Carney retional unit, the population of Cin- ing look and sits herself down on insisted) who intrudes himself entrance t? the dance floor. He The robust Indian warrior, who vealed. Breakfast is served at
cinnati was only 25,000. In view Dad's lap. She starts to muss his upon the sacred privacy of a social has no desire to attract any undue rallied to the call of his Chief 6: 30 with the time left until 8: 10
of this circumstance the founda- hair.)
function, and who completely ig- recognition from bouncers, private· with a tomyhawk hanging at his free to the students to clean their
!ion of a "Literary Institute" was
Daughter: You want to be nores any mention of such terms policeman, hired thugs, husky pa- belt, his bow and arrow cocked rooms, write letters, study, or take
a daring undertaking for the proud of me, don't you, Dad?
as Cover Charge, Minimum Check, ternal parents of sorority sisters, waiting for the war cry, is, to their physical exercise in the gymtimes. Would the Catholics supDad (Feeling foolish at this Admission Fee, $2.00 per couple, or any other equally sinister gen- many, only a romantic figure of '[ nasium before going to. scho~l
port the venture? Could the dio- sudden display of affection) : Why, and like phrases.
tlemen. Their proximity often the dimly lighted 'past wheu from 8: 15 to 11: 30. Dinner 1s
ceasan clergy, who were entrusted of course.
Strangely enough the "Muscler" makes an evening unpleasant and man believed in superstition and •~rved at 12 o'clock, and then
with the teaching duties make the
DaurJ1ter GGradually working is regarded as human, and unless irksome, he has found.
prayed to the Chief of the happy from I to 4: 10 there is another pething a success?
These and toward her objective): And you closely studied cannot be distingAn experienced man who has hunting-ground. Even the baby, rlod ot schooling. Aft~r that, the
others were the questions asked. want me to meet the best people. uished from any other member been "muscling" for years will carried in the papoose by the students are free agam, football
Dad (He knows what is com- of the species, Homo Sapiens, usually carry an ink pad and a squaw is now no more than a practice is conducted, and those
Only time would answer. Due to
the expanding duties of the clergy ing): Yes.
whit,e, (usually) and mall! (al- complete set of rubber stamps for myth, loved, it is true, because of who wish mal'. leave ~he large
in caring for the ever increasing
Daughter
(Bursting forth): ways.) He has all of the char-1 stamping the back of his hand, a the stories centered about him, campus .and go mto the city. Af.tpopulation of the Catholics of Cin- Well, may I join the sorority and acteristics common to man and is set of novelty lapel stickers, a box but still. only. a ~haracter created er t~e lun~h ~t 5: 30, the Indian
cinnati, ~he Rt. }Rev. Jphn B. get a new dress for the formal attired generally in the latest of assorted hats," horns, tickets, by the. 1magm~hon of the more studies u!'til 9. 30 .when everyone
Purcell, the successor of Doctor initiatfon?
fashions of the day. Checkered pass out checks, and other gadgets romanhc American poets.
must retire. So 1.t may. be seen
Fenwick, felt that the stal)iJity
Dad (Would like to say no, but suits with inseam-outtlap backs on peculiar to his trade. A: man
Yet the Indian lives on, per- that the red man differs. httle r:om
and progress of the institution knows !he futility):
All right. the coats, great bow ties, prefer- thus equipped is equal to the av- haps dwarfed in numbers by the the studentsAat 0 .ther mshtu!Ions
would be better provided for by (Daughter leaves his lap and starts ably canary yellow or orchid, and erage ticket taker, although some- pale face, but still scattered throughout
merica.
entrusting it to the care of a re- across the room to inform mother rough moleskin shoes are his fav- times a crafty fellow will locate a throughout the Western States
John, himself, affable and poligious order. Thus, the whole that she also has won the day.) orite apparel. He is usually best bit of chewing gum, or n rubber where he can remain close to na- lite, was .very willin~ to answer
thing was turned over to the Re- How much will the sorority cost? studied at night sometime after band used in securing a sticker to ture like his forefathers and work any ques!Ions concernmg Haskell.
ligious Order of the Society of
Daughter (With an air of trivial- nine o'clock when he steals from the lapel and the game is up.
in the freedom that the settlers J:Ie sulked d~r!ng most .0 t t~e game
Jesus, long one of the foremost ity): Fi!ty dollars.
his abode unseen, save for the
A favorite trick of the more pol- wholly absorbed.
.
because, be!ng enthusrnstic about
educational units in the world.
Dad (Recovering from the reflection ot the moori on his pornContinued on Page 7
It is only natural that, m view
Continued on Page 4
·In 1840 "The Athenaeum" be- blow): And the dress?
Daughter (With the same air):
came known as St. Xavier ColJege. Under the Reverend John Oh, about twenty-five.
Anthon Elet, s. J., the first presi(Dad decides to become very indent of the newly-reorganized terested in his paper before it
college, great strides forward were costs him more. Daughter has left
taken. Of particular interest is the and now the older son comes
fact that the school was originally walking into the room with a brisk
conducted as a boarding school air.)
and had a very considerable paSon: Hi ya, Dad?
tronage in the States of the West
Dad (Glad to see someone who
and South. However, limited cam- isn't looking for money): Hello,
pus space in the great expanding son.
Son (Proudly): Dad, I want
in
city of Cincinnati soon made it
impossible to continue this fea- you to go with me to the game
Saturday.
It's
Dad's
Day
and
we
ture of the college. Therefore,
after 1854, the dormitories were wili attend a special luncheon first,
abolished and ever since Xavier and then sit in an especially rehas looked to its own immediate served section. All the fellows
are bringing their Dads nnd I'll
vicinity for patronage.
This latter fact does not hold be disappointed if you don't go.
true to such a great extent today. It's a special occasion and you
In recent years the name of really shouldn't miss it.
Dad (Beaming with pride):
Xavier has been circulating
throughout the country, impress- Why, I'd be delighted to go, Son,
and
I want you to know that I
ing people with its accomplishments, its facilities and its merits feel honored that you have asked
as an outstanding educational unit. me.
Students are attending Xavier
Son: That's swell, Dad, I knew
from many outlying districts of you would go.
the country, ignoring colleges in
Dad (With an air of importtheir vicinity in order to derive ance): Yes, sir, we'll make a day
the benefits that Xavier can give of it.
to them.
Son: I'll make reservations for I
There were times when the Col- the luncheon and buy the tickets ; 1
Jege was in great danger especial- tomorrow. The tickets are u do!- 1
Jy between. the years iss3-1865. Jar fifty for the game and fif~y
During this trying period of hard ,cents for the luncheon. That will
struggle contributed by the Know- be three dollars.
.
Nothing-Movement and the Civil
Dad (Dismally): .Y~s, t!mt w1!l
War, professors and students alike be three dollars. (Digs mto lus
were hard put to carry on the bat- pocket and pulls out the last fivetle. Mob violence cursing, bruis- dollar bill.)
Son: I'll need a dollar for. ga~
ing, anti-Catholic' morons for a
time threatened the very proper- and a dollar for expenses lomght,
ty of the school, but the courage I have a date. (He takes the five
and stoutness of the Jesuits, un- dollars and starts out of the room,
der the leadership of their presi- then calls back.) Don't forget SatGood-looking, heav~· in appearance, yet
dent, Father Boudreaux, defeated urday?
light and comfortable to wear. The new
any such attempts. After the war
Dad (Burrowing into his chair
custom toe makes it cxce11tionalll• smart
better times were in store for St. and looking dejected): How can
for all daytime wear. Leather heels.
Xavier College, as was evidenced I?
Brown or black.
by its expansion both In property
·(Dad is all alone i;ow. He takes
and in the introduction of new a quarter out of his pocket and
departments.
looks at it sorrowfully.
He
In 1890 Cincinnati's Catholic searches for another, but there
College celebrated its Golden are no more. He concentrates on
!\Jen's Shoes: Second Flonr
Jubilee, counting .fifty years .from his last quar~er. Finally he ~uts
1840 In the year In which the So- it back in his pocket. To h1mciety assumed control. At this self): Dad's Day, Saturday, Octime also new buildings were add" tober 26. · Bahl Every day )Is
ed on the Sycamore campus. For dad's day. (He starts reading his
years the College stood upon these paper again, turning each page
grounds but as time went on it with a grunt. Finally he throws
became 'evident that the campus it down and gets up. Again bring.
would have to be relocated In or- Ing forth the quarter, he looks
der to accommodate the expansion at it, then throws it on the table.

TRIALS AND GLORY

r'r'G a te Crash..er" Described
•
Headache
A I ngenious

---x---

I

I
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One of the Smartest New Leathers.

Smith Smart Shoes

S.1{)

Smith Smart Shoes are Sold Only by Mahley & Carew m Cincinnati

Mahley A Carew

~~~d~~~~w~w~~~~.~>ll~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

and experiments were made with· Dad's Day, what a joke. Its not
out m.uch success, and it was not Papa who pays bu~ Dad who digs.
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Members Of
Team Heard
0
R . d.

l'schmieg, Darragh, and Nebel are
the warblers.. " "
Slivers: .Toe Schuhmann and
Injected. In.to Xavier CheerI
From The
Frank Kuehl went to Louisville
ing By Active
i
wilh Coach Crowe lnst week to see
Leaders'
10
Centre lose a clo•c one to Wash
___
___
_ __
14
7
• d F
F"fth Pl
·
inglon nncl Lee,
- . Schuhmann James S. Leonard Act1've
Acrobatic innovations were in- Coaches And Players Busy
S ac k T 1e
or
1
·
ace i
hails from the Kentucky metropoDue To His Ability To
I When the Musketeers lii~e up !is ... Frank Carideo, All-Am~r. In Work Of Alumni
traduced by the Xavier cheerOn Local Stations
Run Back Punts
J against the southern powenousc ican
signal caller from Nott-e
Group
leaders al the Haskell game last,,
During Week
___
, of l\1ississippi Stale lhts afternoon. Dame, is on the Mississippi bench
--Friday, and the vociferous re--Steopin2' sensationally in the; fans wi.ll prob<_1b!y s_cc o.ne ol: u.1cl I today. He's Major Sasse,s assistant
F
I
.
(
Ja1nes L.
.
h
. d"
In strict keeping with the be ...
~
l
t
t
t
'
sec
!011 l
unern
services
or
sponse
wluch
greeted
.t
em
'".
I- , ,,·er tl1at Xav1·er i'nva1·1'ably p1·0111
past two games, "Roaring John" i mos
eres m~ . tn e c
coach ... The southerners will use
Koprowski, Xavier's latest find, i battles of the ye~1 1.
.
the best possible defense against Leo~ard, promit:cnt membe~· of cates that the cheering section duccs ri gl'cat aerial game to the
has climbed from a plncc fnr down i Both teams boast of rock-ribbed the Notre Dame system. Sasse em- Xavier Foundation and widely takes kindly to nny initiative in disgust of "big-time" opposition,
ploys the same setup today as he known philanthrophist, were held the direction of rooting. The new 1some of the Musketeers have been
011 the list of scorers in the state, lines which have hurled back
to s:econrl place, only eighteen posing running plays all season.
did at Army, when the soldiers Monday in St. Xa~ier Church cheering for'mations include a Icharging down .the ~.ir lanes to
points behind the lender, Ray Zeh,
Major Sasse has a passer, Chai'- battled the South Bend ramblers with a solemn reqrnem. Arch-/ "T
bl X
k t.,
, the loud spcakc1s drn mg the past
of \Vestern Reserve.
/le Armstrong, rcputec~ to be one of under his effective guidance . . . bishop John T. McNicholas, O.P.,
um e H Skyro: e ;, and a re- few days.
.
Koprowski scoi·ed four touch-; the best ball tossers 111 the South. Instead of going home aflel' the and other prominent chul'ch dig- modeled Locomotive.
. . In accordance with the ~nusual
downs against the Haskell Indiuns ! Coach Crowe has three passers, game, State moves East to await nitnries wnre in the sanctuary.
Bill Kenney, captain of the: mter.e~t t.aken. by ~ans in. the
Friday night and three against Schmicg, Hn!Tey, and Cummi~s, its big battle with Army next SatL
·d d' d t I. I
1 t troupe which elicits the cheers Muskies impmtant mtersechonal
·
I
1 I ti b ll
d
ti
d
I x · '
eonm
te a us lOme as
· : clash here today with Mississippi
Trnnsylvania in the preceding ·w 10 can rnr 1c a aroun WI 1 w· ay . . . n av1er s next game, ThUl'sday after an illness extend-, from the spectators, states that his 1St t
d'
f
1
1
1
1
game to come frorn nowhere to plensing accuracy.
on November 9, the Muskies will ins over three years. He was 66 sextet has three . more novel ra~i~' s~~~i~ ~~mha~~e~~;~ ~ns~~~~
threaten the leading scol'ers of
Armstrong aims at Dixie's out- play "little7 Centr~. who will have years old.
cheers, each of which guarantees [ing the i·equests of football patrons
the state. It is highly improbable standing ends when he dl'ops back faced Temple, Indiana, WashingLeonal'd's son, Luke J., a grad- ~t least one burst of applause. He, by interviewing several of the
that John will be able to gain the i' to throw to either Keenan, or ton and Lee, and Tennessee in uate of Xavier in 1923 , was as-I' mtend~ t.o ~u~rlse .the crowds .at Xavier men on their evening
lead since the remaining portion Chuck Kalatka. In Drema n, their season to date . . . Fashion sociated with his father in busi- the M1ss1ss1pp~-Xav1er ga~e with "sport spots."
of lhe Xavier schedule provides ISweeney, Kuehl, and McKenna, Note: Sweeney, Sigillo, Buckle.w, ness. When Leonard resigned as these aston1sh1f!g, astoud1ng, a~ 7
Assistant coaCh, Jim Coleman,
much greater com9ctit.ion than' Xavier places her hopes of a "en- Dai:ragh, Jonke, and Kruse, spend President of the Cincinnati branch plause - provokmg •spectacles m answered the inquiries of com1
will be met by Western Rcserve. sational aerial game.
~hen· spare hours selling footwear of the National Leagu': of Fresh or_der that the stands may rock !'llentator Dick Bray over station
Baldwin-Wallace, Ohio Northe~·n, 1 So sit back and watch the battle m.a \~omen's shoe· shop.downto~vn Fruit and Vegetable Shippers, t~e I with e~couragement for the blue WCPO last Tuesday evening, in
and Cinc~nnati, othel' teams with develop into a Cree-flinging con- · · · h~e ~orms to_ the r.'ght ladies. son succeeded lum. The son is and white.
the first of the Xavier aerial
high scoring aces.
test of leather tossers, with the
Quai tei backs ate believed to be also President of the Cjncinnati
thrusts
Leo Sack, Xa,•ier's punt return- I verdict going to the team shaking the smartest men on a team · · · Fruit and Produce Credit AssociaOn Wednesday evening, over
ing demon who has returned kicks the most pass-receivers free in the fullbacks, the most rugged · · · tion, Inc.
the same station, Harry Hartman
for touchdowns against half of the open
ends, the cleverest ... and tackles,
In appreciation of his aid to
erng e
presented as his guests, Bill Gro·
· opponen ts to dale
,x nv1er
' '. is tied II Xavier
the underdog gets our the "punchiest."
Xavier University, the elder Leogan, the Musketeer centerman,
for fifth place in the £tandmg. In loyal vote to upset the dope bucnard was made an honorary
aVrer 0 OY,and the Cleveland touchdownhis specialty he le~ds all the ba~ks ket, and eke out a close one ovei·
alumnus. He was actively inter(Continued from Page 1)
grabbing combination of Big Jim
of the state and his record of 1un the southerners
ested in the expansion of the Uni- the Xaverian News commemorat- i;:arasey, and Johnny Koprowski
backs against Kentucky, George.
versity and a member of the ing Dad's Day was dlstribu. ted im- "'fter Grogan had. told what it
town, and Transylvania is unchal• • •
___
Board of Directors of the Xavier mediately after the speaking.
takes to be. a real pivot man, Farlenged.
And right here, this department
Foundation. He was a benefactor
asey described the thrllls he enBoth of Xavier's high scorers wishes to bid a warm welcome to Schedule To Be Announced to many of the funds raised to
In. the fea!ure eve.nt of .the cele-. joyed in his first game for the
have unusual records inasmuch as the Dads of Xavier's undergraduEarlier Than Customary
erect the present buildings and bralton, th · Mlsstsslppi State- , Blue and White last Friday against
all of their points have resulted Iates. It's a great day at the Blue
facilities on the. Avondale campus Musketeer ftJtball game, the fa-' Haskell
. "1 Id
nd the and Wh1·te 1·nst1•tut1·on and may
--thers and sons were to occupy a ' Accor.d1·nto J.
h'
t t
5
from b ro k en • e
runs a
1'
•
Besides his son, he is survived •pecial section of the ea t t d I
•m, is grea es
average of their touchdown runs you revive happy memories of
Five scheduled concerts, to be b M
M I
L
d
h
he "
,
.
s s an s thrill came in seeing "Roarin'
"ould be \veil O\'er forty yards.
former school days in' catching the pl:esented by the Clef Club of Y rs. a ey eonar ' w om
at Cm coran Field.
! John" flash down the s1'de11·nes t 0
1897
\vThose gri'dde1·s ,·,, the state •"ho
I sp1'1·1't of the occas1'on ,,,,·111 your Xavier University, were an- Miss
married
in Leonard.
a daughter
• and His
"
Mary
son was
.Th e D ads of football players a score on the second play of the
have scored thirty points or better Ison on this, your clay at Xavier.
nou.nce~ at the meeting of that or- in Florida when his death oc- will tak~ seats on the field near I game. Koprowski returned the
include:
" " "
g~mzallon held last Tuesday eve- curred and hurried to Cincinnati the Xavier bunch, according to an compliment by. handing all the
Zeh Western Reserve
67' A d b I t th H k II
f mng. Lester Reuter, business for the funeral arrangements.
an~ouncement by. Rev. C. J. credit to Jim and his blocking
'
.
.
......... 49:
n
ac < o e as e game " manager of the Clef Club stated
Stemer, S. J., chairman of the mates.
1
Koprowski, Xavier · · · · · · · · · · · ·
last week
J
·
'
J
h A V rk p pres1'dent D d' D
Williams Ohio State
36
Th t Cl.
I d C b' t'
f that three of these concerts would
osep
.
e am '
a s
.ay Committee.
Special
Colonel Bob Newhall, popular
Adams Baldwin-\Valla~~·::::: :36
. a
eve an. o~ ma wn o be given before organizations of the Xavier University Alumni honor wtll be accorded to the fa- WLW sports commentator, inter'
.
30 Farasey and Kop1 owsk1, took three I which were not on last year's Association, named the following thers at the game over the public viewed Coach Clem Crowe ThursSac~, Xavier.·····:···:·······
years to materialize, but it looks· schedule.
honorary pall-bearers to represent ad~ress sy~tem in the stadium, Fr., day night, in the other Musketeer
Robmson, OhlD NOi thei n · · · · · 30 unstoppable now! In high school
the Association at the funeral: Dr Siemer said.
· slant over the air waves.
Nolting, Cincinnati ............ ~O Farasey used to clean the way fo~
Charles Koch, presi.dent of the Thomas P
Hart Edward p
Kelkin, Western Reserve ...... 30 Koprowski on his sensational, Glee Club, repeated his statement Moullnier ·Fred
Mackentepe
Immediately after the game the
Clem, in giving his views on the
touchdo\vn J·aunts. Tile 1,,. 0 came that all members of the Club are and Jolln' E Hoban·
' Dads and their sons will be feted State game, promised ~o put a
at a smoker in the lobby of the fighting team on the field today
·
·
to Xavier three years ago, but due exp~cted and urged ~o make an
---x--Biology Building. Fathers will and possibly walk away with the
'to inJ'uries and inelgibility, the effm l to secure conce1 ts.
h
ave an opportunity to meet the victory palm.
.
former touchdown twins were sepDefinite announcement of the
faculty and to acquaint themselves
---x--(Continued f1:om Page 3J
arated. Last week saw Big Jim appearance of the Clef Club on an
with academic life at Xavier Uni-/ Bloomington, Ind.-The hardest.
football and espe.cially about pl•Y- playing his first game for the Blue' extended radio program will be
versity.
time to get the baby to sleep is
ing. against .Xavier, he w~nted to and White, and Koprowski's four made in a futw·e issue of the
Charles L. McEvoy and Frank when she is eighteen.
be m the lmeup when his team I touchdowns after runs of 76, 67, NEWS.
--took the field.
46 and 27 yards tell the story
Rev. John Usher moderator of Committee Appointed To C. Holden were assislin!l Fr.
---x--When he left th~ shov.:er .ro~~ I W~tch this duo romp now.
. the Clef Club, agai~ reminded the
Handle Annual Event
Steiner in tm~king rr~ngements,
Pleaae Patronize
befor\the ~a~e, ~vtt~ tear~t~n t~e
But credit also goes to the line- members that the success of the
Of Commerce Club·
as rep.resen a ives o t e Student I
'Our Advertiaera
and man for those sensational runs. Club is dependent upon faithful
--the
annual
· .,.
wished them luck in their game. R_uss Swee~ey pulled th<; neatest attendance at rehea~·sals and
Committeemen for the annual Dad's Day on the Xavier campus. ~------------- ...
Then he hobbled to the press-box' ~1t of ~locking.seen here m a long urged they be loyal m that re- Commerce Club Skating Party Most of the out-of-town cities
where he cheered loudly for both j ~;me . m leading the W?Y for spec!.
have been selected according to sending students to Xavier were
te
Roann John" on two of fus goal---x--an ·announcement by Carl Beis represented by one or more Dads.
'k".:s. was very favorably im-1 ward treks.
president of the club. James CarAmong the more prominent
~-----------pressed with Cincinnati. "We cer• • •
C
•
S
rigan and Ralph Kohlhof will cities listed in the official registraFINE FOOTWEAR
tainly Jove to come t? this city,
Outstanding games of the day:
serve as co-chairman and will be !ion for the event were Canton,
~~----------~
where we always receive a hear- Army vs Yale; Indiana vs Ohio
•t
aided by Thomas McCormick Cleveland •.nd Columbus in Ohio;
ty welcome. But for the last f~w State; Navy vs Notre Dame; Ala00 • James Farasey and John Comer Louisville. Ky.; Fort Wayne, Ind.; !
752, 754 & 756
years we have been unable to give i bama vs Georgia; Minnesota vs
,
-Mr. I. Schiffrin; a partner of Chicago, Ill., and many other I
E. McMillan St.
the fans here a very good game to . Northwestern; rowa vs Illinois; Link And Konen Attendin• the Julian Behr Advertising Com- smaller towns scattered through-,
watch.
St. Louis And Detroit
pany. addressed the Commerce out these states.
:
1Holy Cross vs Colgate; Centre vs
Walnut Hills
are. enthusiastic about i Tennessee; and the Xavier - Mis--Club last Tuesday evening on the
"The Mixet•," in the Biology:
playmg Xavier and would rather 'sissippi State game ranks as one
Harry J. Konen and Harold L. subject of the financial setup for Building. after the game will be ;
Phone WOodburn 6275
defeat the Musketeers than any of the best inter-sectional battles Link, graduates from Xavier Uni- an advertising campaign. He out- the closing feature of the celebra-1'
other team on our schedule. But on the card.
versity last June, are both pur- lined the various preliminary steps tion.
~.---------------------------'
win or lose, whenever we come I
• •
suing higher studies in Chemistry taken in launchin~ an advertising
here
we feel
at home and we want I, . A victory
.
•
·
t J esu1•t U mvers11les.
·
· ·
to
come
back."
over
3t•te t?day will a t prommen
cam;:mign. Circulation and adJohn still has another year on g1v~ the M~skies something about
Konen is working at the Univer- vertising rates of the various pop- ,-~--~-----~------------------'
the s uad and we hope that if I which to smg . . . and they have sity of Detroi.t where he received ular pe1'iodicals were discussi;d. as
Haske'l1 c~mes to Corcoran Field 1 the singers. Director Castellini of 1· a Fell?wslup m the Department of well as the method of determmmg
again next season, John may be: the Glee Club waves his baton Che!'11st7y.
:
.
.
the number of people who may be
able to show the fans what he! over six of the Crowemen this
Lmk Is at St. Louis University expected to pass in the vicinity of
can do.
year. Bucklew, Sigillo, Kruse, ~here h<; h~s been granted an as- a place of business.
1
We carry a complete stock of costumes, wigs, masks,
·- .
.. s1stantsh1p m the Department of
Mr. Reis has announced that
theatrical make-up and accessol'ies for sale Ol' rent. Entire
1
Gc:~::;s~~~s were honor studentS I;.~:dyC~o~~=~c=ndC~~~ed i~:;":;;e~~
monstrel shows can be outfitted here. Tuxedos for rent. Costumes made to order.
at Xavier and engaged in many Ito avail themselves of the opporName and Pos.
Class Age
Wt. Ht.
Hometown
lines of student activity. They tunities such a facility offers
Remember Cincinnati's Big.Civic Halloween Festival, with
Chai·les Smith hb
1936 22
165 5'10" Covington, Tenn.
served as assistants to Rev. Victor
The next meeting o( the .club
over fifty floats in the costumed pat'ade.
Stanley Day lb
1927 24
183 5'9"
Brookhaven, Miss. C. Stechschulte, S. J., in the Xavier I will be held on Novembe1'. 5th,
Albert Baker hb
1938 21
148 5'10" Kosciusko, Miss.
Seismological Observatory I as t when another prominent speaker
1218 Vine St.
Phone CHerry 4448
Rubel Bell hb
1938 23
163 6'
Amory, Miss.
year.
will address the members.
"----------------------------William Burch end 1938 211
185 6'1"
Memphis, Tenn.
Morris Carroll g
1038 20
181 6'
Rolling Fork, Miss.
A. B. Stubbs hb
1937 20
160 5"10" Phillip, Miss.
James Henson l
1036 22
192 6'
Okolona. Miss.
Homer Cooper qb
1938 20
152 5'9"
Vicksb!ll'g, Miss.
Chas. Armstrong hb 1937 20
180 O'
Jackson, Miss.
Dm•e Price c
1938 21
196 6'2"
Coyington, Tenn.
,John Moak g
1038 21
195 5'10" Wesson, Miss.
Oren Pittman t
1938 2l
210 6'2"
Raleigh, Miss.
Bobby Thames qb 1938 21
163 5'10" .Jackson, Miss.
HANDS ON
F1·ed Walters end
1937 23
188 6
Laurel, Miss.
1937 21
145 5'10" Cleveland, Miss.
Bill Fondren hb
CLOCK
R.EACH
,John Goodwin c
1938 2!
180 6'
Wesson,· Miss.
TWELVE O'CLOCK.
Willie Stone (C) g 1936 21
180 5'11" Jackson, Miss.
COO· COO BIR.D
1937 20
190 6'1"
Jackson, Miss.
Alex Lott t
Frank Keenan e
1938 19
175 5'11 Chicago, Ill.
POPS OUT
Ralph Meig; l
1938 20
198 6'
Alexander Cy, Alu.
REMINDING
Bert Minyard g
l!J36 21
JGO 5'10" Greenwood, Miss.
SNAR.K@THAT
1936 22
190 6'1"
Taylm·sville, Miss.
Moon Mullins t
Louis Munchausen l 1938 19
191 6'1"
Ponchatula, La. '
IT IS TIME TO
Bill Musselwhite t 1938 21
186 6'2"
Jackson, Miss.
RETIR.E. SHARK
Bob Keenan e
1937 22
178 5'11' Chicago, Ill.
TAKES ESCALAChuck Gulatka e
1937 21
181 6'
Chicago, Ill.
1937 21
200 5'10" Moorehead, Miss.
E. G. Jones e
TOR TO R.U88ER.
Carl Reagh g
1937 20
195 5'11" Memphis, Tenn.
PER.CH
FALLS
Bert Reddoch e
1937 22
170 5'11" Laurel, Miss.
AND LANDS ON
Bay Saia c
1937 21
178 5'11" Greenville, Miss.
Salter Butler hb
1938 19
158 5'10" Jonestown, Miss.
SPRI NGBOAR.D@
Marcus Mapp fb
1938 20
180 5'11" Forrest, Miss.
WHICH PULLS
Malcolm Gray g
1937 25
175 6
Greenville, Miss.
FIRE - FIGHTING
Bill Dixon hb
1938 19
163 6'
Ripley, Miss.
Ike Pickle hb
1937 21
177 5'11" Memphis, Tenn.
ELEPHANT'S TAIL
Joel Eakens t
1938 2!
190 6'2"
Laurel, Miss.
@CAUSING HIM
Dolph Pike e
1938 19
203 6'2"
Huntington, W. Va.
TO EXTINGUISH
Lays Mollere c
1937 21
175 6'
Ponchatula, La.
Fred Hight qb
1938 22
16!i 5'10" Kosciusko, Miss.
KEROSENE
1037 21
172 5'10" Brookhaven, Miss.
Bill Furlow e
LAMP®. IF
Watkins Fatheree g 1936 22
187 6'
Quitman, .Miss.
Bob Hardison qb
1938 19
165 5'11" Kosciusko, Miss.
ELECTA.IC LIGHTS
1938 21
175 5' 11" West Point, Miss.
Bill Steadman fb
AR.E USED TRY
Robert Ward hb
1938 21
168 6'
Wesson, Miss.
SNAPPING OFF
Sawdust Sanders g 1937 23
165 5'10" Clarksdale, Miss.
Bob Caldwell fb
1937 20
175 6'
Columbus, Miss.
THE SWITCH
Stanley Weilgosz l 1937 21
215 5'10" Chicago, Ill.
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Hardest Game Will Be Played Today
1Mississippi
.s1.;;.;, Frosh
F;,tb;;U
~
Team Smaller

KoproWSki Ch3s8s

Opponents
Well Durmg

State To

lnd~o~:or~~ ~~:~ron ;;i:;i~.~ ·&~~?;J~pl Bri~~r:o~~~u~f~:::on
c ••

B,v Joe Kruse
With a squad numbering but
Four football encounters with fifteen men, the smallest team to!
--,. .
- .
•
f
th
I wear the. thfreshman f colors at M aJor
. S asses
, M 00
Rank C1 owe has the full force of his
t
Four Leng Runs By J umor
earns o unusua 1 s rcng 1oom on X .
ar ns
' ·qu d in( t for th fl t r
thi
1
Flaah Turns Game Into
OPPONENT'S RECORD
the .~oriz~ f~r the Xavi~r lfni- 1 c~:~~r G~~rge est~:~an e~~s ~e~{s~
Ninth In Country, Ac·
~ea:on. '~c ,~ill epr~~ab:;"stai~
us eteers. 1 ~dic~b~ns yearling eleven on the field which
Complete Rout
Mississippi Slate ........ 19
~erst Yf
cording To Experts
Drcman, Sweeney, Sigillo, BuckH<iward College ......... 6
rom ti u 1ure k oppdonenl s ~~s .es is rapidly becoming a daily
lew, Jonke, Janson, and Grogan
TRADITIONAL FOE
Mississippi State ........ 9
°:-''". le wee -en slow . issis- nemesi; to the varsity.
GREATEST BACKFIELD on the line, with Libus, Nebel,
Vanderbilt .............. 13
sippi State, Centre, St. Louis, and
Beginning with an aggregation
Kruse, McKenna, and Kucia due
1
Unable To Dent Xavier Line
J'lllsslsslppl Stale ....... .45
Centenary to be n;uch more pow- of individual high school stars, lhe In South To Appear Behind for a. lot of service.
Millsaps College ......... O
e;tu~ than was belteved at the be- freshmen have developed rapidly
Lee Sack is a certainly for the
A11 Euily As In Days
l'ltlsslsslppl state ........ 20
ginning of the season.
into a well-balanced unit of team
Powerful Offensive
signal - chirping post, but any
Of Yore
Alabama ............... 7
Major Ralph Sasse took his play.
Forward Wall
number of high-powered backs
--.
Mississippi state ........ 6
smooth-clicking Mississippi State
Always a subject of interest on
are champing at the bit for Uie
Continuing
his
spectacular
Loyola (N. 0.) ..... , ... 0
machine to New Orleans last Fri-1 a college campus, this years' ediFacing his third game as head other three positions.
:
touchdown form of the last few
day night and smashed out a 6-0 tion o~ the Freshma~ team is no coach of the Musketeers, Coach 1 Crowe will probably start hi:•
Mississippi State , .... 99
\•itory over the Loyola University except~on. A stepping st~nc for Clem Crowe sends his Blue and! high-speed backfield of Sack,
weeks, "Roaring Johnny" KopWo!fpack, always a lead.er in Dixie potentrn~ stars as they climb to White football warriors out on II Cummins, Koprowski, and Farase.r
rowsld personally made "Clem
Opponents
26
football. "Memphis Ike" Pickle places m the schools' athlet~c Corcoran Field today to meet Ma- against the Bulldogs, in an effo1t
Crowe Night" a huge success, last
a_nd "Pee Wee" Armstrong, bril- firmament, the first-year outfit is jor Ralph Sasses' Bulldogs of Mis- to cash in on long runs as soon 11s
Friday eveni~g, by leading the
/ hant State backs, again demon- always closely watched by those slssippi State, before a near-capac- possible. With Johnny Koprowski,
Musketeers to a crushing 32-0
:<trnted why opposing coaches are who dope the footbal~ future. . ity Dad's Day crowd, in the big- - - - - - ·- - - - ' - - - - - victory over the Haskell lndians,
classing them as All-American
~l~~ough notb sho\~~ng l;:;~ch m gest inter-sectional battle ever
Probable starting lineups for
before nbout 4,50U fans, who
candidates.
~~c11 sk~~ n~~e~~shav! evldc~~~~ stag~d in Cincinnati.
todays' Dad's Day show are as
viewed the game under weather
Cen.tre Co'.lege lost a ~earl- a ~e~arka~le spirit of fight and
Still _h';'ngry f_or v~ctory meat affollowll:
conditions more suitable to a basebreaking t~r1lle; to Washmgt?n determination in d a i I Y drills ter brtlhant v1ctor1es over AlaXavier
Miss. State
ball game than a gridiron .contest.
a'.'d Lee University, 14-7, a~ Louis- against the varsit .
bama, and L<;>yola, t.he Maroons
Sweeney
RE
Galalka
The Cleveland flash scored no less Xavier Game la Cho11en By ville, Ky. The Colonels displayed
In flashing the ~ifferent systems hope to garnish their southland
Slgillo
RT
Hensen
than four of Xavier's five touchSt. Loui11 U. For Annual
a ~t':'bborn .ctef~nse and an equally of Xaviers' opponents, the Frosh triumphs with still more brilliant Jonke (C)
RG
Fatheree
downs on flashy sprints through
Event
br1lhant offensive attack, but were play an invaluable part in the conquests in the North against Grogan
C
Price
the entire Haskell team and addu~a~le to challenge th~ superior preparations for a big game, and Xavier and Anny.
Janson
LG
Slone
ed an extra point, to account for
In a special dispatch from st. kicking of the Generals. With the progress of the varsity can
Led by Coaches Ralph Sasse, Bucklew
LT
Lott
25 of the Crowemen's 32 points.
Coach Clem Crowe of Xavier in always be traced by the aptness and Frank Carideo, and their 185- Dreman
LE
Keenan
Xavier's
touchdown
parade Louis University, it was stated that the stands, Centre showed a game of freshmen backs and linemen. pound captain, Willie Stone, the Sack
QB
Thames
started shortly after the opening Dad's Day at that institution will gang of Colonels who will be. trou- "As the freshmen go, so goes the Mississippians c.ome to town. as Koprowski
RHB
Pickle
whistle, when, on the second play be held in connection with the blesome f?r the Musketeers m the varsity" is an adage much be- top-heavy ~avor1tes to topple the Cummins
LHB Armstron~
of the game, Koprowski was off to Xavier u.-St. Louis football game, Homecoming Day battle on No- lieved in at Xavier, and after see- Crowemen m the opening of nth- Farasey
FD
Steadman
a 67-yard jaunt around Haskell's
vember 9.
Ing their scrappy battles with the letic relations between the two
SI al
Board·
left end, to put the Blue and Friday night, Nov. 15 ·
Slated by sports v.:rit~rs and Big Blue this week, fans are pre- schools. But anything can happen
~11 :i~slppl 'stale _ 111 jor
White into a lead which was never
According to the announcement dopesters to be "easy pickings" for dieting a victory over Mississippi this afternoon, when the two R 1 h S
F . k C· Id
a
endangered by the Indians' piti- received from St. Louis, Xavier a great Marquette University team, State.
elevens will undoubtedly adopt the a P
asse, ran
ar eo.
able offensive thrusts.
has been singled out to partici- the Billikens of St. Louis UniverOf the fifteen men, five are new open game to gain an ad-1
Xavier - Clem Crowe, .Jim
Again, in the first period, Kap- pate in this annual feature because sity kicked the dope bucket to residents of Elet Hall. The others vantage.
Coleman.
rowski picked tits way from mid- of the gi'eat rivalry that exists be- splinters and battled the strong are day students living in or 'near
Against a veteran State line
.
.
field through a maze of Indian tween. the?e two school.s. The Hilltop powerhouse terrifically be- Cincinnati. The sq_uad averages which has yet to. be <>utrushed, Cleveland speed?t:i-.,.hes _the. mat~
tacklers to score standing up and committee 111 charge of this affair fore losmg, 20-13.
about 170 pounds, with Lawrence- the Musketeers will throw their I hopes. of a Xaviet 'ictoi y, an~ if
then added the extra point tc{ give stated that in order to malfo it as
The Billikens, who had rambled burg high school of Lawrence- famous Iron Wall, and th0 result' the big halfback gets to stepping,
Xavier a 13-0 lead, which ended succ. essful as possible and interest- 1 th1·ough weaker opposition in burg, Indiana, contributing the should prove equally unpirosant he may ~ake the passers forget
.scoring festivities for the first half. ing, an important football game previous games with a slam-bang heaviest, and the lightest men- for both backfields.
about th~ir. w~a~ons.
The Musketeers did not score must be the big attraction. Xavier offensive, packed a tremendous Lon Elliott, a tackle weighing 201
In thumping Alabama, last, .Tt~e Mi.ssissipp! team comes to
.again until the third quarter, would offer that attraction, they scoring wallop in the Marquette pounds, and Ed Neary, a half- years' Rose Bowl champions, the Cmcinnalt boas.tin.g 0.ne of the
when "Roaring Johri" again put 1j further indicated.
struggle. Delighted with the back, who tips the scales at a Maroons were decidedly a passing s~rongest teams m !ts history. Be·Over a pair of touchdown markLast year when the two teams grand ~howing of their team, the me~c 130. . St. Xavier of Cincin- team. The deadly heaves of l~md a lme averaging 19,? pound~,
ers on long runs of 76 and 271 met in Cincinnati in one of the St Louis rooters nre counting on nail, boasts the largest represen- Charlie "Pee wee" Armstrong to 'omp s:-ich backs as Memphis
yards. The Musketeers interfer- most interesting games on either being undefeated for the re- talion, Dooley, a 185 pound end, Chuck Galatka and Bob Kecnan j lke" P!ckle, Chuck Armstrong,
ence was especially brilliant on schedule the battle resulted in a mainder of the season.
Heekin, 1a 150 'pound halfbacl<, wen' the whole show in the 20-7 · F~·ed High~, and 118
~obby Tha~es.
these runs, us time and time again tie 7-7.
The South has witnessed football and Schmerge, a 175 pound guard, victory over the Crimson Tide.
Pickle, weigh:ng
~ounds, is a
would-be tacklers were mowed
Th X .
U -St L .
games that deserve to be classed having been graduated from the
All week the Muskies have powerful bloc~m-, besides c~r17·down by the Xavier blockers.
'. ~
rvie~ . d . th~":_~ h~~~~ as "great," but its fans will wait downtown school.
drilled overtime in perfecting their mg the reputation as one of DtxieThe reserves saw much service w1 11 e.p aye _un er
g . ja long time before thev see anFrom Purcell, last years' Cath- passing game which w·1s a win- lands' best ball toters.
during the last half and managed St. Lou!s on Friday, November 15 · other game that will ~atch the ollc champions, come Donovan, a ning factor last year: 'Th~ same
Notwithstanding the fact that
to push over a score on Stan Haf- T~ls will be the first ou~-of-to~ CentenP.ry-Texas University battle 160 pound halfback and Prues, a combination Schmieg or Haffey to the Maroons leave here after the
fey's rifle pass to Kim Darragh. tnp for t~e Musketeers smce their of last Saturday. The Longhorns 180 pou~d tackle.
.
Sweeney o; D1·eman is again' in game to head East ."gains! Army
Haffey added the placement kick battle with Loyola of the South of Texas were triumphant, 19-13,
Elders lone representative ls the lineup, and if the Big Blue ne~t Satu.rday, Maior S?sse has
for Xavier's final point.
two years ago.
but only after a crippled Centen- Schroeder, who alternates at connects for a few yards the game pomted his team for this game,
Haskell was ·held completely at'
---x--ary team gave the g1·eatest exhi- center .and guard. From Hart- will probably develop i~to a long and Dad's Day s~ould find .the
bay by the Musketeer defense,
bltion of spirit and fight seen on well comes George Keller, a 160 range passing contest between southerners at the.tr best agamst
failing to register a single first
a gridiron this year.
pound end, and Newport sends Armstrong and the Musketeer the Blue and White.
·down, and were able to gain a
Minus their two stellar tackles, Howe~ ~ 185 pound center.
howitzers.
/
---x--total of only 13 yards from scrimS
Sid Binion and Conway Baker the WRleshtdmdg Pmtt EleftCh~all, ahre
With the return of Wunderlich
Pleaae Patronize
mage while on the other hand
G entl emen en t ere d t he Iast quar'
a
s
an
a
on
icago,
w
o
t
·
·
'
I
0
play guard and quarterback re- Jonke, and Schuhmenn o achv1ty, 1
ur Ad ver t'1aers
the Big Blue ran rough-shod over
ter of the game with the score .
·
the Haskell defense piling up 20
13 II N
th
d f th f
spect1vely; Don Carroll, a tackle/1'·"'·-============,,,,;,=============
first downs and a 'total of 430
T -a . h deat~ be leln oC te ra~, from Oil City, Pennsylvania; and
•
_ _ _ _ _ _ _,.
.
S th E t
C f
exas a
e a on en enary s the two kicking wizards Dave and £.
~ f1 _ [)() m-'I II<
.yards _from scrimmage,
ou
aa ern
on erence three yard line with fi~st down and Herb Snell, halfbacks from Erie ~
~3 C.
It"' I\
3~
. Xav1~r featur~d a smo_oth-workBoasts Some Of
goal to go. ·Three smashes at the Pennsylvania.
'
mg !tr1d machme, which rolled
Nation's Beat
l!ne put the ball on the six-inch i Although the yearlings are as
··over the heavier Haskell eleven
tme. Only on the last down was
.
·
with ease and every combination
yet rather mexper1enced, the
that Coa~h Crowe presented on
The Southeastern Conference, of Texas able to. put the ball over by Imaterial for th? making of a good
the field showed to good ad van- which Mississippi State, Xavier's a few scant inches. The Gentle- i football team is present, and the
·tage in advancing ·the ball.
. Saturday afternoon foe, is a mem- men ~ere beaten but were as. prost;>ect of scv~ral of them breakAnother J1ri14ht spot :was the ber, holds a position as one of lhe great .m ~efeat as the Longhorns. Ing mto the ~meup next year as
punting of Phil Bucklew who major football leagues of the na- were m victory.
ISopohomores is bright. In pracaveraged close to 50 yards 'on his 1lion.
Centenary C::ollege meets X~v.ier ·:lice thus far, Dooley, Schmerge,
kicks, placing several of· those
There are thirteen memb.ers of at Corco~an Field on Thanksg1vmg 1and. Schroeder hav~ looked exlong boots out of bounds within the conference, all located in the Day. Without dou~t, the Shreve- ; cepltonally goo~ at !me play. The
the Indians' five-yard stripe
southeastern portion of the Unit- port, La., school will present the. two Snells, tnple-threat backs,
---x--'
ed States.
These . unlve1·sitles ~eatest football team that has also have an excellent chance of
were formerly a very important ever trod upon a local gridiron.
I becoming regulars next year.
•
H
I part of the unwieldy Southern
/Conference, but withdrew in or-IN
der to form a more compact group.
ISCUSSe
Members of the Conference, in·
'1
'1 '1
'1
addition to Mississippi State arc: /
(Continued from Page I)
University of Kentucky, whom
the field house for a jamboree.
Xavier met cal'lier this Season:
Anthony C. Elsaesser, chairman University of Tennessee, at Knox{j
of the social committee, has in- ville; Vanderbilt University at
·
___
'-'~ · -·
·· · ·
·vited the members of the band Nashville, Tenn.; University of
t'll t'
p
·
Att k I score late in the second pcl'iod
and football team to this feature. Georgia at Athens, Ga.; Univm·-1 cm
a mg aspngd
ac
when 'alter adv·incing the bali
,
There will be no admission sity of Alabama, at Univc1·sity
verco5es d ur ue
down' t11c field' on 'a series of short I
charge. The purpose is to give Statio_n, Alabama; Alabama Polyqua
laterals, McEwen passed to Ho-1
the grads an opportunity to renew techn1c, at Auburn, Alabama; UnT
v Intra- man over the double stripe for the
1 f tb· 11 ti 1
.schoo! d~y friendships. R~fresh- iversity of Mi.ssi:sippi. (.°1e Miss) mm~~cs~ns~~io~, ~ 01 ~ffn~~ an au~- tally. The count remained knotments will be ser".'ed, and identl- at Oxford, Miss., Lou.1Stan~ St~te Jicious start last Wednesday, when\ ted at 6-6 until the middle of the
Raglan models with half or full
ficatlon b~dges wtl! be. given to at Bat?n Roug~, La:, Umve;sity !.Dim Jc" Monaco's Noh'e Dame thil'd period when the O'Toolebelt, polo models, wrap models,
all Alumni and their friends.
of Florida at Gamesv1lle, Fla., and
~ k
"C .1 ,. McEwens' Monaco combination again assertconservati\•e models.
Excellent
The distribution of favors to all Tulane University, at New 01·- ~~,~~ueooba~~ers ~~~Y emei·ged 0;,, ed itself. With the ball on Purworkmanship and all-wool fabattendants at the footb~ll gam~ Is leans, La.
.
j the long end of u 12 _6 count be- due's 30-yard line, O'Toole took
1.1.cs. Ne\\' \vi'ildO\V patle checks,
·one of the proposed mnovahons
Every member of the confo1cnce
lh . t'
d f
the pass from center faded back
· year, b.ut it
. 1s
. not• yet defi ntte.
. a power n nationa
.
ic crow o un- and flipped a long shot
' to Monaco,'
·
1 d 51ll"ll
checks •
1 f ootba 11 an.d Ifore..and ent us1as
ti us
is
rooters
P1nm.
co IOt'S al.
u
1
ly _determmed whether such a last yea; Alabama was the m_yth1- , de;{~: ;~ ~he incl~ment weather who took the ball over the goal
D;:irk and light greys, · lans and
proiect can ~e undertaken.
cal n~tton.al champ as . a iesult . which prevailed here the early for the winning marker.
.
browns. 33 to 46 . . . for l'eguThe balloting ·for new members of their Wlh over Stanfotd, 29-13,
'I f ti
eek the footing was
The game marked the opening
Jars, longs, shorts and stouts.
was not of an eight-team league which will
to the Board of Governors will Iin the Rose Bowl Classic on New 1 pat ~ . le wd 11•
1
be ext~nded ove; the . two-day Year's Day.
~~cr~t"~~ i~nmig~f 1 ;.~~: been un-; undoub.tedly prove as b!g a. 1_1it
cel~brat1on. ~t will. begm at the
---x--der better conditions.
J at Xavier as m other Umvers11tes
Lansdown Fleece is a soft, velvety finished
busines~ meeting Friday night In
Students May
"Scooter" O'Toole and Captain' throughout the country,
fabric with 4or;;, more fibres on the sul'facc than
the Umon House. For the benefit
Monaco were outstanding tor the I A committee consisting of Fl'ank
of. o~t-of~town men who come to
Hear Games
Ramblers, accounting foi· both I Holden, Joe ~ru~e and Ca~! Jonke,
othel's of simi!m· type. And it will afford better
Cmcmnatt fo1:' the ~aturday events
scores, and playing a strong de- i under the d1l'echon of Phil Buckprotection.
o_nly, the ".'otmg will be open unTwo senior members ot the Stu- tensive game. Fm· the Boilermak- I lew, has completed the schedule
111 game time.
'
dent Council are at p1·esent en- e1·s, Homan· and "Curly" McE\~en which '~ill be _Posted on the bulleThe results will be announced deavoring to' make arrangements Jed the play, their lateral passing tin bo_a1ds next \yeek.
.
over the Public Address syste~ at for a special pep rally the night combination remaining a conBesides captw·1":g the title . of
~~·
is a red-letter upon which Xavier plays St. Louis slant threat to the Rambler de-, tJ_nive[sity
e
·
University Jn St Loui• They are tense
mng earn wi
e awat e in '
"
~
day on the Xavier calendar and attempting to l~ase sp~cial WestO'Toole, a speedy sophomore vidual sold footballs al the close
~7;:__~-·
each year attracts much response ern Union wire for a description from Louisville, gave the Notre; of the sea~on.
.
llHTllE AIU!·c1....,c1,...,..u.-;-1
from b_oth local and ou~-of-town
b
d
if.
Dame
battlers
an
early
lead,
when
,
Mondays
game
will
find
Capmcmbers. Efforts are bemg made of the game, play Y P1ay, ~nr
h scm·ed on a ten'-yard jaunt I tafo Gallasher's Iowa powerhouse
10
by the Xavier clubs in Chicago, Pl.ans work out, dthe ~etslcri~ ~ b:hind some fine blocking . by pitted against the shifty Michigan
"' '"'' Fluor .\rr•d•
1outfit under Captain Hal'per. All
·New York, Louisville and Colum- will be announce . ovei le ou
bus to send delegations to Cincin- speaker system while the rally Is Monaco.B 01·1 . I . evened the I games begin at 3: 15.
; natl for the event.
progressing.'
The
et ma mis
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DEBATE TEAM DANTE CLUB First Informal Dance
Columnist Interviews
Judge C. E. Spraul PI~:~i~~!r!:~~:son ci;;:~::s?:;!::~e~s Recei"es Stud<:nts' Okay
=======

I played football for several years
Xavier Graduate Running at St. Xavier as quarterback on
For Election To Court
the offensive and fullback on the
Of Common Pleas
defensive, and there were times
when I felt like taking a punch at
Jlmm E. Shaw
an opposing player when he was
By
· ·
l
t · t
d 1
Come gather around, my friends, in no pos1l10n o re a 1"' e an a so
and view the spoils ... for your to attempt other illegal means of
old unkul jimm, the Frnnk Buck trying to gel the better of the

James Shaw, Debate ,Secre• Possible Trip ' To '?hicago Haskell Dance In Union favor of such beautiful gals? Then
tary, Hopes To Sign
Planned By Xavier
House Uncovers Many
there was "de rumba man" . . .
New Opponentl
Lecture Club
Idiosyncrasies
Stermer . . . he dated a fourteen
k' k)
th'
01 d · 1
James Shaw, recently appointed
At a special meeting called last
ye~r . :'r , (ts · t~th · · · t m~n
Debate Secretary, has contacted
By Robert Smith
su e pie s em WI
rare as e.
h' t
.
·i·
· Friday, Rev. John v. Usher anC
.
,. ·t
The "Top Hat" man ... Reardon,
more than t 1r y umvers1 ies Ill
1ipp1ty-c1op . . . c.ipp1 Y•C1op found contentment in playing
the state, Middle West and East nounced that Leonard Gartner •. we was a stag at th' Haskell· "tag" ..• but "Charley-boy" Jonke
:n preparation tor the Debate would be business manager of the Hop!
struggled around with "Mary,
6
1
8
1
1
:i:cc:::s
back alive! Congratulations are
the state of Ohio have been ap- left vacant by the graduation of
shot with a "cue" from the college
in order gentlemen and I thank
proached and debates with about
real collegiate style of holding its on Edgecliff ave. "G-man" Kelly
you, despite the fact that already
twenty of this number will prob- John Brockman last June. The dances on the campus. Where but enacted the part of the "forgotten·
have I been amply rewarded by
ably be booked. A trip todNorth- new business manager is a Liberal on the grounds of his university man," with Rita, the "blond
the thrill of the chase itself.
ern Ohio is being p!anne again Arts Junior and is actively intervenus," as his ' leading Indy.
Herc, (as I neglected to say bethis year.
ested in many activities on the can a man enjoy a real college at- "Roarin' John" (ya guessed it ...
fore) is real news! It may not
Universities in adjoining states
mosphere while he is dancin' in Kaprowsky) was still huntin' for
be a case of a man bitting a clog,
which have been tentatively campus. Last year he was in the the arms of his best gal? No- a ride home when we· left. We
but its just as good. Its the case
chosen tor the Xavier schedule in- Verkamp Debate and for the last
· 1
of a judge advancing reasons for
elude Notre Dame University, St.
where, says we. And so, last Friy cannot stop without men-.
his judgments.
·Louis University, Marquette Uni- two years par~i~pa;ei ~n t the day was begun the first in a long orung ~hose two sterling ge.ntleThe time has come, I believe,
versity, Purdue University, Washington Orato ca
on es ·
(we hope) series of schuffles to be men w 0 garnered a week's salto introduce my trophy par excelGeorgetown University In Wash·
Frank Schaefer was officially In· held 'neath the ivy-clad walls of ary by their efficient work as carelence. For that host ot faithful
ington, and the University of West ducted as preeident of the Dante the famous Union House.
takers 'of the Hat-Checking con!ollowers who never put headlines
Virginia.
Club. He announced that writing
Draped in the grand ol' Blue cession • • . hats off and .dimes out
or picture before pleasure, it will other side~ I am happy to say
The annual trip through the of the new lecture, "Idylls Of The and White, the interior of this
"J~~k Oa.kie" Obermeyer and
indeed be a surprise delightful, that I never resorted to these Mid-West will again include de- Kings" would be conducted by the "gatherin' buildln'," presented to Zeke Shei;dan . . . ·really, they
to learn that the interviewee to- tactics in athletics, and have tried bates with Loyola University, St. members . of . the societ!. Each those who' "dragged" and those did a swell Job even though they
day is none other limn that iron- to carry out the same tactics in Louis and Marquette Others has been appointed to wnte a cer- who "tagged" a picturesque set- were handicapped by. the lad< of
jawed candidate tor reelection as atter life. I believe 'that ath- such ~s Notre Dame P~due and taln section of the lecture. To ting. But 'twas the lighting effect hangers.
·
long term Judge in the Court ot letics have taught me that no vie- other Big Ten sch~ols ma~ be facilitate their W?rk the newly de- which impressed us most. The w1':f:dths.o coinr:ides h. : , .1 leave you
Common Pleas, thut philosopher, tory is worth while unless it is a added later.
veloped slides will be available to softest of blue glowed in a manis partmg s ot.. .
athlete and wit, Judge Clarence fairly won victory. I might say,
Possibilities of an Eastern tour the perusal of all. the mem~e_rs. ner which gave the dancers a look I Clippity-clo~ · · · cl:ppity-clop
E. Sprau!, ot the class ot '08.
too, that I believe that athletics. may be realized with Georgetown They will be kept m the Pubbc1ty of mellow ·content. You gents
!we want nother ol fashioned
Most of you Xaverites, no doubt, devclop•d me physically in a man- University, Catholic University, Office on th~ first floor of the Bi· who scrapped four bits from your op
have already had the pleasure ot ner which has enabled me to Pittsburg, and Carnegie Tech as ology Building.. The rough draft jeans know what I mean, for you
At Colgate University, Professor
his acquaintance. For during the withstand physical strain some- the probable opponents.
of the lecture will be called for on were among those who made this
past summer, he presided over the what better than those who did
The complete schedule will not November 1st in order to hasten dance a success. For those of you •Laird has made some tests on
Traffic Court in this fair (and not indulge in the same form of be announced until late in No- the completion of the lecture for who couldn't make it , . . well brain workers after "light and
somewha'. autumnal) city. As athletics that I .did. .To a large vember by the Rev. Robert E. immediate use In the present imagine . . . a cool October ~nd heavy lunches. After light lunches
for. the iest of you,. 1 can onl.Y extent, I am still •. gomg on the Manning, s. J., coach of the Var- season.
skipping across the piazza . . . a they were 8.6% faster' in learning
~a; tI:at after th; pc~u~a: of tthds athletics I engaged m a quarter of sity Debating Team
No definite program has been blood-red moon creeping over the and made 25.3 % fe\iier errors.
~~ erv;e;v, ;,:ou -;: 1 1 ~~sto ~a':~"'. e - a century ago."
The material thi~ year ls es- drawn up due to the delay In the top of the stadium . . . your gal The explanation is that a big meal
~. ~x~ta 1 '.:'i 1;a;, u~im I rea~i~ai~
Overcome by the sincerity of pecially good with eight members appointing of a business manager, holdln' your hand and tellln' you draws too much blood to· the stom1
~::,~s ~nd 1 admired 'him."
the man .and anxious to. clarify of last year's team still in school. but Schaefer announced tha.t three that she thinks. ~ou're swell . . . ach and produces' '"temporary
Now, your bedazzled scribe, , stude!'t views on,.the s':'bJ~ct',,the Those who participated in the In- or ~our lectures might be given in a~d you blushin (t~a~ heaven "brain anemia." Mora.I: Never ent
·
like a grccian tragedician of old, q":estion of .the Conshtut10!1 is tercollegiate debates last year are Chicago this year.
its da~~) and sayin, Ah • • . on examination days;

~~dth~ ~~~~~:ft~ c:1~~PL~·t 1~~~ ~~i~~

~od t~: p~s~~~o: sti~~~~no~~sd:~ 1 ::: ~:U:~ ~~ !~~ ~a~r~· D':i~~ ;l~~~~ry~" cr:~~:~a\i

se~~n~~~l~g~I e~~l~~~ ~c~:~sb~~ ~~;t:~;
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I
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dons the mask of seriousness and r~i~ed. Agam un~bashed, this In- James Shaw, Paul Barrett, Lawwith the interest of his fellow ?1v1d':'al of u~,denmble ~harm and rence Flynn, Charles Blase, Frank
students at heart interrogates as intelligence
throws it for a Schaefer, Arthur Volek, Nelson
follows: "Judge Sprau!, .,.,hat do twenty yard l?ss.'' ·
.
Post, and Charles Koch.
you consider the prime objection
"The first thmg that a Judge does
---x--to a young graduate embarking when he assumes office is to take
upon a legal career.''
I an oath in which he supports the
Characteristically, the genial I constituti.on of the. United States
arbitrator of state, ponders the of .America and of th; State of
question, then with all the de- Oh10, an~ then. pr?m1s~s .to. be
cisiveness of a sentence about to fair. and imp~rtial m his JU?1~al Cius Meeting Held To Dis·
be passed, he replies in not un- duties. I beheve that the hvmg
cu11 Rini'• And Junior
kindly tones.
up to. this oath is an a~solute
Inactivity
"The only objection to a young necessity for the preservation of
man taking up the legal profes- o.ur American .i?eals and. instituFriday, Oct. 18, was an importsion is that it is overcrowded but hons. In add1t1on to this, I try ant day for the Junior class of
what field of endeavor from' that to. p~t into P.ractice the ethical the University. The president of
of common laborer up to the Pl'l'.'c1ples which I was . taught the class, Joseph Kruse, called a
highest intellectual pursuit is not while a student at S~. Xavier C?lc meeting of all Juniors in order to
now overcrowded? I consider the lege. Of cou~·se, this means giv- discuss the important question of
legal profession one o! the best mg full considera\lon to all the rings. The committee, under the
if not the best, fo1· any young ma~ details of the case, arriving at my guidance of Fr. Steiner, S. J., and
to pursue because he makes so , c0nclusion and then applying my the chairmanship of Rawlings
many contacts, he has access to judgment as the circu~~tances of Young, announced that the coso many different kinds of busi- the case demand. In c1v1l matters operation of the class would enncss, he has so many opportunities the r?s':'lt is, of course, obvio~s; able the committee to procure
presented to him in the law prn- m criminal matters m dctcrmm- rings before the Christmas Holifession that in the event he finds' ing the punishment to be meted days. If the committee's plans are
that it is not his real field of en-/ out •. I try to bca.r in mind that successful it will be the first time
deavor, he has an opportunity for Ipumshmcnt of crime has several that the Junior Class has been
then making, from a practical purposes. First, there is the vin- able to wear their rings before
pomt of view, a choice among dication which is due society for Christmas.
many enterprises. The legal prn- the b~caking of its laws;, then
The other business of the meetfcss.ion always was, in my opinion, I the~·e IS the pcrs~nal pumshment ing was a short talk by Fr. Steiner,
a d1fl\cult one for the young man. , which must be given the ?ef~n-1 S. J., on the possibilities owaitPersistence and diligence will Idant both from a sense of JUst~ce Ing the underclassmen in Janbear then· ultimate reward in this and also m order to put upon !um uary of 1936 when the prsent refield."
Ia restraining influence, as well as gime relinq~ishes the Xaverian
"Well put" quotclh I; you, my Iupon others, lo prevent the com- 1News Sanctum to the underclassrcaders, no doubt, agree and the mission of similar o!Ienses, Then i men.· This point was further em"ayes" have it. Then with all the again, there is to be considered J phasized by the president of the
boldness of the fourth estate your the effect of the punishi:ncnt upon Iclass who cited the abundant op~orrcspondent broaches the sub- ot1.1ers. In other words, 1f the ~ul- portunities available to those who
Ject of the proper proccedure in pnt has dcpe!ldents, the pumsh-1 were fortunate enough to be chothe judging of a case. (No, a Jaw men! must not be so great as to sen to act on the News staff
cose, wise fellow!)
cause unnecessary distress to 'i whether editorial or business
'
"First of all," the judge begins, those in no way responsible for
---x--'
with certitude born of experience, the wrongful act, but who are
If Dr. Ralph Winn of the City
"I try to analyze the cases into sufferers, however, on account of College of New York is an autheir simplest ~lemenls, so as to their relati~nship to the accuse?· I thority on the psychological viewfind the real pomt of controversy; Of c;ours~, 1n .some offenses, .th1s 'point of education, dreams and
then I pay as ~lose a~tcntion as I last cons1dera~10n m":st be given hopes, long wished for, come true.
can lo the vanous witnesses, and the least possible weight because ,According to his .
M .
espccial~y their testimony t~at Of the nature. of the offense in- chairs or couches S~~:i~ re or:~:
~ears d1rcctly upon t.hc real point valved . . In. mmor. matters, how- lecture chairs, for the studentwho
involved. If a question of Jaw is ever, thrs ts an important con- 1 r 1
d .
t
. .
presented, that is, a point about sideration and this is one o! the t~eax~s tur~ng 1cc urcs f,s~tmi1ates
0
which counsels differ as to what prime factors in moving me to ex- . g ea es nmount
informais the law in the case, I get auth-: ercisc mercy."
tton.
orities from counsel on both sides! Fir;mlly, hesitant al first at the of the case, then study the qucs- I thought of !arcing my luck and order !or our criminal calendars
tion further on my own initia- I yet encouraged by his naive tol- to be lessened. In other words,
ti.ve and make my decision ac- !erance, I again project o duet of what we were taught in our catccording to the deduction which 1questions at my interviewee. 'fhcy chism-we have to remove the
appears to my mind to be proper."! include the convenience of n occasions of sin in order that we
1may lessen sin itself. Arter the
Now, iL is common knowledge Inight court and probation.
that when Judge Spraul attended
"I believe in occommodating as crime or sin has been committed,
Xavier, he was looked upon as an i much as possible the lawyers who then we have the delicate problem
athlete as well as a scholar of no appear before me, the litigants I of attempting to perform justice
manger ability. Footbal1 1 how- and the witnesses that cannot all: and at the same time be merciful.
ever, was his primary interest in 1be served according to their own Sometimes this calls for probathe way of sports. As a mutter :I convenience. :rvry endeavors have ti on. Our probation facilities are
of jnciclent, rinothcr celebrity, been to make the inconveniences l not adequate; this inadequacy is
Walter Connelly, noted stage and as litt1e as possible. I do not be-J due to lack of funds to finance a
screen actor ployed the center lieve in a night court at present, proper setup. Until this is done,
posiUon on the same eleven. With because I do not see any need :for out· ideas on probation are merely
this background in mind, I cager- it.
idens and suggestions and of no
ly awaited the answer to my next
"The matter of probation is one pra'ct_ical worth. Boil~d down, I
iriquiry.
with which I ain in hearty accord, might say that my platform is an
"At the present time your but it seems to me that some of earnest attempt to render justice
honor, there is much hubub con- 0\.1r modern sociologists and crim ... between litigants and when the
cerning the over-emphasis ot foot- inalogisls do not go to the root of State or City is one of the litigants
ball. In what way, if any, did matters in determining how to (I am referring to criminal or
you profit from your football lessen social evils. In modern par- quasi criminal matters), to temper
playing at Xavier?"
Janee, i! children are brought. up justice with mercy in the proper
The question evidently struck a in an environment which is not cases."
happy note in the memory o! this conductive of morality, then it
Here his rich, warm voice was
great man. For, laying aside his naturally follows that the weak-· interrupted by the jingle of a
spectacles and settling back with- nesses of human nature will sue- telephone. "City Manager Dykin the comforting arms o( his huge cumb to the temptations present ... stra on the wire" chirps his secreleather chair, a calm smile of con- ed·. So, therefore, some of our tary (the man shows extraordintented remlnlsance noods his neighborhoods, which are breed- ary taste here also). And so lcavbronzed countenance. Then he ing spots of crime on account of ing Judge $praul to weightbegins:
housing, sanitary and recreational ier_ matters, your humbled scribe,
"Having engaged in athletics, it facilities and other factors, have blinded with the light of truth and
can be readily assumed that 1 was to be remodeled, renovated or drenched with wisdom, makes his
not always on the winning side- destroyed according to the needs way into God's sunlight. Unkul
I learned to take It on the chin. of the particul!'F localities, In Jimm, you've had a busy day!

·Jun1or
• R"mgs
In December
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shuc~s!
Inside the orches~, so ft I y
throbs the rythyms of The GenNo better f.;..d~leman ~bviously Doesn't Believe
m MaRin' Love," while from
No finer treat-around the floor there comes the
ICE CREAM
gentle chatter of the stag-line as
the "unattached" men look over Ohio Valley Dairy Council
their prospectiv~ dances. Ah!
V
I
-·
gents, ye ol Scr1~ee was deeply . _ . . _ . _ . .
to1;1ched by these sights, for some· I""============="'
thmg existed there that has not
been found in the off-the-campus,
dances.
·
BUT ... my dear ehappes, these
Rain Coat1
were not the only sights that stag•
Ca pea
•
gered me. No . . . noooo . . . a
Umbrellas
thousand times no-ho-ho! Some of
Galo1hea
the "swing" lads had their gals
E h M
•
d'
d I j there, and while they weren't doin'
For Every J\lrmber
ac
eebng
e acate
n th' "Raccoon," they certainly
OJ 1'/io Fumily
Appropriate Way By
swung a mean "Varsity Drag.'' For
Literateur1
'stance, Rawlins "I only have eyes
for you" Young was a' steppin' on ~'"M ~s
Joseph J, Gruenwald, host of the feet of his dear little Mary
~~
~elelS
the Mermaid Tavern, Xavier's Helen. What do these young men
e.i.,
exclusive literary society, has an- h
th t
bl
,
t0
· h / ---='"':.::Oo;•:.:•::..::-....:20=;..:E=a,.s.,t_4=.-;!l;;.._
nounced the complete schedule of ave a ena es em
gam t e
meetings for the 1935-36 season,
as compiled by Father Sweeney,
faculty member of the Tavern
This is the first time since the
foundation of the Mermaid Tavern in 1931, that the complete
schedule has been made public.
An interesting visitor at the
meeting held last Wednesday evening in Tavern headquarters at
Finn Lodgu was Cliff Lange, graduate member of the organization
and former editor of the News
Besides Lange, the following were
in attendance: Minehost Joseph
Gruenwald, James Shaw, Charles
Blase, Frank Schafer, Ray Kemble, Leonard Gartner, Vincent
Smith, Father Sweeney, faculty
member, and the four n!'~ members, Joe Kruse, Bob\ Ci,immins,
William Haughey and John O'Connor.
The. complete schedule of the
1935-36 season is as follows:

It was unanimously decided that
the membership of the society
would be limited to twelve men.
The present membership of the
club includes the following: Frank
Schaefer, Lawrence Flynn, Arthur
Volek Nelson Post Frank Mezur
Jame~ Shaw, Vince~t Smith, Raw~
lings Young, Leonard Griffith,
Louis Haase, Edward Kennedy,
and Leonard Gartner.

..-------·----t•

Calendar Of
Tavern y ear
Is Published

FOR FALL RAINS
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---x--Not only was the assassination
of Huey Long regrettable In other

respects but It throws six body
11118l'ds into the ll1'lllY of unemployed.
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C. S. M. C. Holds Wrestling Bouts To
Be Held Friday
Fir't Meeting
Night Again
· · This Season
The weekly wrestling bouts held
in Music Hall will again resume
Xavier S-t~dents Asked To their regular schedule this Friday
Lead' Activity Of
night.
For the past five weeks the auLocal Group
thorities of the Wrestling Association
have been holding the bout on
Members of the Xavier Unit of
the Catholic Students Mission Thursday evening in order not to
Crusade gathered for the first conflict with Xavier University's
meeting of the present season, Fri- football games which have been
played on Friday night. Now that
day, October 18th.
Dtu"ing the meeting, presiden- the night football schedule is comtial elections were held and Ar- riieted, it has been decided to rethur Volek, president of the or- tUrn to their usual night for the
ganization for the past two years, bouts since Friday seems more atwas re-elected to that position for tractive to the fans.
Xavier officials have expressed
the current season.
'
Reverend Celestine Steiner, S. their gratitude to the Wrestling
J .. moderator of the Unit, gave a Association and the promoters for
short address to the members, out- this regard in not attempting to
lining the w01·k of the group and compete with a local university.
urging :an· increased interest in
the activities of the society.
Following the Moderator's address, the president announced
that a meeting of the local conference would be held the coming f
Sunday, October 20th, at Mother
•
•
of Mercy .. ·:Academy, Westwood. Debate In Phdoped.1an Well
He expressed- the hope that all
Presented And
those present would attend the
Interesting
conference ··meeting and take an
_ __
active part· i.n the activities. He
The affirmative team, consisting
~dded that smce the Xavier Un!t of Vincent Beckman and Albert
IS••one of- the more mature d~-1 Salem, was given the decision in
vmons of the local conference, it the second debate of the current
should offer t~i; ?0 nference a faller season held by the Philopedian
use of its abilities.
.
Society. The negative side of the
~s an answer to his plea, the question debated, which was, "Reentire group w~s present. at the solved, that Congress Enact Fedconference meeti!lg and m~de use eral Sedition Laws," was presentof ~he . oppo~tumty t~ gmde the ed by Leonard Gartner and Kim
day s d1scuss1~n. J?urmg the ~on- Darragh.
ference meetmg, it ~as decided
The style and fiuen~y of the
to adopt the . suggestion of Rev- speakers was praised by Paul
erend R?g~r Straub, Moderator, Barrett, president of the Philo~hat a M1ss10n Newspap~r, reco~d- pedian •Society, Nelson Post, who
mg the :vork of the various umts, acted as critic judge, and the Rev.
be ~ubl1shed mo~thly' to extend Robert E. Manning, the moderathe mterest and .mfiuence of the tor of the Society. Hope was exlocal conference.
pressed by all three that future
---x--debates keep up the high standard
set by the first two.
The subject chosen for the debate at the next meeting is "Resolved: That Lynching be made
a Federal Offense." The affirmative team will consists of Robert
First M~ting Of Freshmen Dreidame and Nelson Post, while
the negative arguments will be
Section Of Philopedian
given by Anthony Schmicg and
Set For Monday
Richard Norris.

---x---

Decision To ·
Affirmative

Debating Club

For Freshmen

A Freshmen chapter of the Poland Philopedian Debating Society
will convene Monday for its first
meeting under the moderation of
the Rev. Robert E. Manning, S. J.,
who is also moderator of the society for upper-classmen.
The creation of this society re~
.suited from the restricted plan
which was introduced into the
Philopedian this year. Only students who have proved their ability and interest have been made
eligible for membership in this
society . and a club for training
the Freshmen nece~sarily was
:formed since they wer.Htoteligible
for the Philopedian.
All Freshmen have been asked
by Father Manning to attend the
meeting Monday and determine
for themselves whether they
would be interested in forensic
training.
The regular meeting time, tentatively set for every alternate
'Monday in Room 10 has not been
definitely set· due t~ some possible conflicts. The location ot the
first meeting will be posted on the
Bulletin Board Monday morning.

---x---

Orient To Be Topic
Of Science Talk
Dr. Saul B. Arenaon To Be
Guest Speaker
Dr. Saul B. Arenson, a member
of the Department of Chemistry
at the University of Cincinnati,
will address the members of the
Science Club at the next regular
meeting, which will be held Tuesday, October 29, at 8 p. m., in room
208 in Science Hall.
Dr. Arenson has entitled his lecture
"Rambling through the
Orient." The subject matter will
include a discussion of 'various
scientific methods now in use In
the Orient, and· will be supplemented by a -showing of several
slides dealing with the subject.
A new attendance mark for the
Science Club was set at the last
meeti11g when over one hundred
students were present. Speakers
at future meetings will be announcd in coming issue of the
News.

Funds were collected and given
to Mr. Post, secretary of the Philopedian, for the purpose of purchasing a book in which to record
the minutes of the organization.

---x---

Crasher Classed
As Wizard
(Continued from Page 3)
!shed hands is to strike up an acquaintance with one of the female
guests on the outside of the dancing arena. When the friendship
has warmed up a bit the dashing
young fellow inquires casually,
"Well, shall we dance?" · Then
without waiting for an answer he
rushes the young lady thru the
door, talking and laughing boisterously to allay suspicion at the gate.
Sometimes an entrance will be
made in a truly ingenious and daring fashion. One cunning and adventurous chap related to me with
great glee an account of what he
considered his greatest masterpiece. It was the dance given by
the freshman class of Mt. St. Gertude's on Hudson. Failing to gain
entrance in, any other way he at
last suspended himself down an
elevator shaft and then by sheer
determination forced his way up
thru a ventilator. On another occasion after trying in vain mail
shutes, dumb waiters, and fire
escapes, he was forced to cast a
rope from the roof of an adjoining building. Making it fast he
and his companions swung over to
safety, and the dance.
One cannot but admire the grit
and determination shown by these
cotu"ageous boys, who, laughing at
the traditions reverenced by generations before them, strike out for
themselves in new and challenging
fields of endeavor.

---x---

More lnformals Are
To Be Given
Social Committee, Pleased
With Initial Dance,
Plans More

"Informal, inexpensiv.e dances
will continue to be the rule at
Xavier." Thus spoke Phil Bucklew, president of the Student
Council, yesterday. Due to the
·---xi-success of the dance held after the
Student Problems Haskell game, the Student Council
feels that it will be possible to hold
Solved
other dances of the same type.
Tentative arrangements have
OMAHA, NEBRASKA:-At last been made to hold a Hallowe'en
a solution to .the pr?blem :Which dance on the night of Thursday,
has been cnusmg wrmkles m the October 31. This dance will be
brows of Dea1,1s these many years. known as a "Hard Time Dance."
The thous~nd students are paid to Definite announcement as to the
go to a rehef school at Los Angeles orchestra will be made in the next
-and docked if they cut classes! j issue of the NEWS
But here. is an invention which
The policy of the· Student Counmay ca~se new forehead creases. cil in future dances will be to
Some bnght lad at New York Uni- eliminate stags and measures will
vcrsity has found a new way to be taken to accomplish that end
crib. It seems that notes written
on spectacles or on watch crystals
Please Patronize
become visible when breathed
- upon. _
Our Advertisers
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Plea Fo~ Activity
Made By Council
An unpublicized drive is at present being made by the

PAGE SEVEN

Peace To Be
Advocated By
Demonstratiion

'Seismograph Doing
Carioca During
Past week
During the pnst week several
quakes, varying in intensity from

slight to modcrnte, were recorded Four-fold Plan Published By
at the Xavier Seismological ObEleven Collegiate
servatory.
Organizations
".I.1hree distinct shocks occurred
1in Montana, one on October 12, a
second slight tremor on October
Declaring that the present Eur-

Student Council, faculty, and extra-curricular organizations to
interest the majority of students in a least one of the many
campus nctivilies. In order to make it easier for those stc•
dents who may decide to take an interest in some club, the
18, another principal quake, one opcan crisis "chn11cnges the r-tuNews is printing a list of the student organizations and their
that caused severe damage in dents of America to refuse to supleaders who should be approached for membership. As an
Hclena,
also on October 18.
port the government of the United
incentive to student activity, the requirements and points for
Another disturbance from the St.ates, in any wnr it may underEpsilon Xi Lambda, s,vord and Plume Honorary fraternity are
South Pacific wus recorded on Oc- tnkc," a committee representing
printed below the club list:
tober 18.
eleven student organizations, in a
Xavier Extra-Curricular List
A letter was received yesterday statement issued on October 13,
Student Council-Philip H. Bucklew, President; Paul Barby Fr. Stechschulte, from Con- asked for college anti-war demonrett, Vice-President; Rev. C. J. Steiner, S. J., Moderator.
tractors in Fort Pech, Mont., en- strations on Armistice Day.
Poland Philopcdia Society-Paul Barrett, President;
gaged in tunnel construction, in·
Faculty members and stud"nts
Charles Koch, Vice-President; James Shaw, Chairman of Dequiring as to the Eastern extent of colleges throughout the country
bates; Rev. Robert E. Manning, S. J., Moderator.
ot the Montana disturbances so were asked to leave classes and
Glee Club-Charles Koch, President; Lester Reuter, Busi·
that necessary precautions could conduct peace demonstratiorls on
ness Manager; Rev. John V. Usher, S. J., Moderator.
be taken.
November 11, at 11 o'clock.
Dante Club-Frank Schaefer, President; Leonard Gartner,
---x--"Only a memory of tl1e yE!ars
Business Manager; Rev. John v. Usher, s. J., Moderator.
Stowaway Likes
1914-1917 is needed to impre5" us
Masque Society-Charles Koch, President; Howard Philwith the crisis now con!rontin>: us.
lips, Business Manager; Rev. Edward Carrigan, s. J., ModerDad's Day
It is our generation which wi'.1 be
a tor.
(Continued from Page 1)
sacrificed, OW" minds, our bodies
Xavel'iun News-Paul Barrett, Editor-in-Chief; Howard
this football game will do a soft which will be perverted and
Phillips, Business Manager; Rev. C. J, Steiner, S. J. Moderguy no good ut all. It seems to me blasted for wholly destt'uotive
ator.
that the Xaviers want to go one ends," the proclamations stated.
Musketeer-Thomas McDonough, Editor-in-Chief; Nelson
direction and the Mississippies "Specifically the realities o'c the
Post, Business Manager; Rev. C. J, Steiner, S. J., Moderator.
want tO go in another direction, present crisis challenges students
Mermaid Tavern-Joseph Gruenwald, Host; Rev. Paul
but the two show no co-operation, on these points:
in fact, they beat bumps on each
(1) "To support by every· means
Sweeney, Faculty member.
German Club-Joseph Nieman,' President; Frank Over<>the>Ifs noggins w'hen the team at our disposal general neutrality
beck, Vice-President; Mr. Graber, Moderator.
tries to go in the direction they legislation to prevent entangleCommerce Club-Carl Reis, President; Mr. Chancellor,
are supposed to go. I hear these me~t ~~ the United States ir~ :var.
Moderator.
boys study sociology in school but
(~) To work for the denulttnrScience Club-Richard Wagner, President.
i! this is the way they act sociable 1zahon ,~f o':'r :ollcgcs and sch~~ls.
.Senior Sodality-,James Shaw, First Prefect; Rev. Richard
I do not care to be about if they
(3) To ms1st on opportumhes
Welfle, Moderator.
get mad.
'
in .the curriculun; and out for reVarsit~1 Debating Team-James Shaw, Slecretary; Rev.
j All the time I become more cer• l~tmg our educat10n to these cruRobert Manning, Coach.
tain that these dad g's are the best cial problems.
Glee Club-Charles Koch, President; Lester Reuter, Busig's I ever see. In a very short
(4) "To refuse to s~pport the
ncss Manager; Rev. John V. Usher, Moderator.
time I am hoarse and my hat is in !'overnment. of the Umted ~;ates
-------------- such a condition as to make thel many war 1t may undertake.
available. Touch football has been best hat blocker in town beat hi~
·
introduced this year, as well as dome in despa!r.
mix up some more only this time
wrestling and boxing. Besides
After a while I see that these the professors are also around. I
these, the~c is annually held a bas-1 Mississipi guys are not improving' expect to see these professor guys
(Continued from Pugc 2 l
ketbnll !~ague, a handball tourna- the Xavier boy's health and I am! stumbling around over their
are friendly gatherings at which ment a tennis tournament and an! all set to step down and put thel beards, some cobwebs and an armtopics of the world and campus lndo~r league.
'
blast on a few of the visting team, load of books but I am so wrong
are freely discussed.
The club of those interested in I but a mob of the dads and their in this respect that it pains me
The Science Club is composed of athletics is the under-graduate sons tell me this is not sporting. to think of it. Incidentally, this is
the students interested in scientific "X" Club which is composed only Of cotu"se, I do not know what the first smoker I ever attend
courses. ~ll stu~ents are cli.gible. of those students who have re-, the~ mean and i! I have my way where there is more smoke fumes
The meetmgs wluch are held m the ceived athletic monograms. The I will mow down a few of these i than alcohol fumes.
evening every two weeks are made society annually holds the Home-1 Mississippi mugs, But a• l do not
When all are ready to blow I
attractive by a program of na• coming dance and holds occasional want to cause my pals any trouble am so attached to these dads and
tionally known speakers on topics raffles for its treasury.
I !el one of them hold m.y equaliz- sons that I agree to go to church
of a scientific nature which can-·
Now that ll has been disclosed er and confine myself to cheering. with a few of them; this is somenot all be treated in the classroom. concerning ~avier Extra-curricu- . Both teams play very hard a!'d thing I do not do since I am in
Speakers are also the chief fea· lar activity, it is up to Dad to in- if Mr. Sloan does ~ot .~ake qwte short !'ants and .get the bounce for
ture of the Commerce Club which terest his son in at least one of the a fe'". potatoes on his hmment due droppmg slugs ~nto the c?lle:hon
interests those students of Com- societies. The value which is de- ~~~~s game then I do not know box and removmg two-bit pieces
merce in much the same way that rived can hardly be excelled on
·
from same.
.
.
the Science Club interests students the campus. It might be well,
As the ga!"e. draws to a close
After Steve flmshes this speal. I
of science. ·Besides their list of too, if Dad would interest Mother the dads all ms1st that. I step over s!"y I guess he had a very fair
speakers the Commerce Club in the Booklovers Club, Xavier's to. a_smoker, and by this time I am time.
which Is one of the newer organi- parent-teacher asociation which w1ll1!1fgthto putkthe flniger on stoh~ek·
"Listen punk," answers Steve,
ey as me.
n7ver m "If you ever find out that this
zations throws an annual skating has done much to incr~ase the one.'
party for the members. A library quality of the library.
I will get on so well with people Xavier place runs short of dads,
is being formulated and It is pos•
who are on the up and up but l and you do not inform me at once,
am doing first rate.
it will give a !_ireat delight to
sible that this society will receive - Booklovers Set Date At the smoker the dads and sons fracture your bean."
a clubroom.
Students interested in German
affairs and the "fatherland" have of.Annual Card Party Ir.'!!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'
formed during the past three years
a German Club which has gained November 15 Announced
in membership annually. Its meetBy Xavier Mothers
ings are the most jovial of the
campus and topics of Germany arc
Mrs. Catherine McGrath, chairdiscussed over a tall stein of dark, man of the committee in charge of
or light as the ca~e may be. The the Card and Lotto party which is
meetings are held once a month to be given by the Booklover's Asat a downtown hotel. At present sociation of Xavier University, has
this club is seeking recognition announced that the date for this
from the Student Council and it affair is Friday night, November
is almost certain that they will be 15th, and the place is th.e ballroom
recognized by their next meeting. of the Hotel Aims.
Xavier also has a chess club for
Tickets for the card party are
the more deep thinking students priced at fifty cents per person.
who meet at the houses of the In addition, an attractive doorprize
members and usually plays some will be offered. Tickets can be
type ot cards. Annually matches procw-ed at the Registrar's office
are held with the University of at the University and will be
Cincinnati and several other local mailed to the parents of the stuclubs.
dents.
In athletics Xavier has a comThe purpose of this affair, and
plete program. Besides the inter- of the Booklover's Association in
collegiate teams in football, bas-1 general, is to gather funds for the
ketball, and tennis, a very com- purpose of augmenting the library
pleie program of intramurals are of the University.
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Brickbats And
Roses
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"Service"

Epsilon Chi Lambda
At the request or the Student
Council, we are publllhlnl' the fol•
lowing list for the beneft& of &he
student body.
Epsilon Chi Lambda, Xavier's
newer honorary fraternity, was
founded to reward men who have
distinguished themselves in extra
curricular activity. Twenty-five
points gained as Indicated by the
follow'ing table, are required for a
graduate's eligibility to the group.
The Student Council founded
and is gua1·dian of the fraternity.
POINTS
Glee Club . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Philopedian ..... ·• , • . . . . . 1
Debating Team . . . . . . . . . . 2
Sodality .......•. , . . . • • . l
Officer of Sodality .. .. . . . l plus
Editor or Business Mgr.
(News.:Annual) . . . . • . . 5
Editorial or Bus. Staff
(News-Annual) . , . . . • . . 2.
President of any listed or·
ganlzation . . . • . • . . • • . . . . 2 plus
v. Pres., Sec., Treas. of any
listed organization . . • . 1 plus
Musketeer Band •• , . . • . • • 2
Manager Band,.......... l'h
Concert Master of Glee
Club ....•...... , . . . . . . 1'h
student Mgr. Football (2
sen. yr.) ....... , . . • 1 ea.yr.
student Mgr. Basketball • • l
student Mgr. Baseball . . • l

Hose
With Buffer
l-leel and Toe !

Cheer Leader (yr. 'round) 1
Mermaid Tavern .....••. 1
Student Council ........ . 4
(Made by Wilson Bros.)
President of Class ...... . 2
Chess Club ... , ........ . 1
Masque Society •......... l'k
If you want a heavy, handsome pure silk hose
Dante Club •.••..•... , .. . 2
that will go farther than any you've ever
Usher Club ............. . l
Lavoisier Chem. Club ... , l
owned, come to Burkhardt's and ask for
Placement In:
"Service."
In plain black, navy, cordovan,
Intercollegiate English
Cont. . . , ............. ,
grey
and
white.
Intercollegiate Latin
Cont. . ............... , 1
Washington Oratorical .. . 1
Verkamp Debate ....... . 1
Director of Intramurals . , 1
Editor of Athenaewn .. , . 2
Article in issue of Athe·
naeum . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 'h
(Max. 2 a year)
s~.()()
'tc.
Athletics:
Maximum for 4 years' particlpatlon is 10 points.
Maximwn for 1 years' partlcl·
patlon is 3 points.
Football gives 3 points for l
year.
Basketball gives 2 points for l
year.
Freshman participation merits 1
point for entire _year's work.
N. B. Plus after. a figure means
N&AR.
llOURTM
V 1. N •
that that figure is 'to .be' added to
nwnber given for reiiular mem•
"•.
bershlp in organization.
Li;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;;i;iiiiii;;;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiii.I!
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Program Committee ICommittee
FALSE STA TEMENT IN CINCINNATI Private Party
President Of
Of Masquers Named
'To
Be
Given
Chooses Site
BEARCAT REFUTED BY EDITOR
University At
For "X'' Dance
=-=--=
In a meeting of the "X" Club
Alumni
Meet
Charles Koch, president of the
University
Of Cincinnati

Staffs for
Musketeer
Are Chosen

Columnist Unearths
Fake Rumors

last Tuesday,

October 22, Leo

Sack, president of the organiza- Explanation
Of Athletic
lion asked all membors to coPolicy Given By,
(Continued from Page One)
operate with the Dance Committee
Father Burna
in the promotion of the HomecomWaller Sch rn id t. (Tclepl10ne
ing Dance.
The information that Xavier has
only.)"
Editorial And Business Staffs
His request is in keepin_g with two year contracts with Centre,
If lhe above article were "
Are
the intention of t.he committee to Centenary, and the University of
journalistic scoop, then it must be
Of Year Book
make the corning dance the Kentucky and thal one other big
granted that Mr. Isaacs' l'caders
Selected
greatest of its kind in the history team has' already been scheduled
were well repaid for their trouble.
--of the "X" Club.
for 1936 was disclosed at the meetBut whatever is printed as "new~"
Major appointments on the ediThe members further decided to ing of the Xavier University
1
should have some founclatrnn 111
fact, and [acts arc few in the ,.torial stalT of the annual were an- have a party of the members on 1y Alumni Association Wednesday
nbovc lJiccc.
nounccrl this week by Thomns Mc- at some date within the next two night in the Union House.
weeks. The site of the gathering
The Rev. Dennis F. Burns, S. J.,
It is not our intention, however, I Donaugh, Editor-in-Chief of the
·
't
w1'II b c sc1cc l ecI s I10r t1 y.
i p1·es1'd en t o f ti 1e u mvers1
Y, was
.
t.o engage in a journali~ilc '~'m" publication. According to Mcthe principal speaker at the gathA st.~temcnl of the ~n~c facts, 111~- Donaugh, Jim Shaw wiH serve as i
! ering which was the Association's
;.~~:i~~e ,~fn ~~,~~;~~~t~~;~l ~:·Cl~o:,~ Managing Editor, while Leonard
I!"egular quarterly October meetfnr as 'Xaviei· is concerned, the Gartner will act as A£sistant Edimg.
Father Burns answered quesrather unfortunate and entirely tor. Joseph Kruse will be in
lions from the floor concerning
unnecessary affair will be closed. charge of the sports features.
Xavier's athletic policy, prefacing
Jn the first place, Ml'. Isaacs
The editor of the Musketeer in Delegate To Aak Student his remarks with a summary of
h
tells us what transpired at Loya1a discussing his staff stated that ot Council Reco!lnition At
the changes which have taken
University at the time when er important editorial positions
Meeting Monday
place in the athletic set-up during
Father Burns was president of could, not be appointed' at this
___
the last few months.
that institution. Father Burns was time until the printer and enH .
bl d . t t"
Quoting from an article which
never president of Loyola Umvcr- [graver are consulted to decide on
avin_g assem e 11s es imon.y. appeared in the September 8 issity! And at the time the change a definite plan for the book. When I the Heidelberg Ge~man Club is I sue of the Cincinnati Enquirer,
lrom Intercollegiate to intramural this matter is cleared up the other prepared to presen.t its case before I Father Burns reiterated the stand
football was made, Father Burns appointments will be made.
the Student Council, next M~nda~. that Xavier will continue to have
was serving on the faculty of St.' Nelson Post, Business Manager The. German .club of ;icav1er
[high calibre athletics and will
Louis University in St. ~.ouis. It' of the Year Book, has announced , seekini: to be included in the !!st schedule teams of national promiwas not his hand that" knockc;d the complete staff which will serve of . societies th~t receive ~e_r1ts nence.
oul football complc.lely, nor did under him this year. They are as which make th~ir. members eligible
Father Burns squelched the ruhe have any say in the matter follows: Donald Barman, Assistant to ~nter.. Xavier s honorary fra~ mor that he had been responsible
whatsoever.
I Business Manager; Advertising' termty,. The Sword and Plume. I for the discontinuance of football
~'alher Bum's entire objective I Manager, Robe~t Dreidame; Cir- Th<; Heidelberg German club was' at Loyola University by pointing
al Xavier is the elevation of the I culation Managers, Russell Swee- r~viv-;d two years ago un.der the [out the very convincing fact that
university to the highest possible) ney and Thom&s Hogan; Photo- direct10n of John Graber, ins:ruc- he had left the Loyola staff three
peak in all of its various depart-: graphy editor, Lawrence Fitz- to; of German, an~ concerns itself/ years before the decision to drop
ments and activity. He has shown 1 gerald assisted by Charles Duffy with German affairs.
football there was made.
no ~artiality but has _endc.avori;ct ',and James Sullivan.
. .
J. B. Nieman._ President of the j The .ta!~ by Fathe_r Burns was
to 11n~rovc the un~,·crs1 ty '.n I .The complete Adverbsmg Staff/ club, has received from John enthusi.astically ~ece1ved by the
scholasl1cs, cxt!·a-cun:1cular act~-· will be composed of Frank. Schaf- Brockma~, tl~e secretary last. year, Alu!"m group which was the largvity, and athletics. His success 1s I er, Arthur Volek, George Gillespie, I the constitution and the minutes est in recent years.
easily seen in his immediate popu- ! Hubert Hamburg, Robert Smith, J of ·past meetings. Nieman will
Joseph A. Verkamp, president
larity with all with wh<;>m he has 1 Marc Reardon, Giles De Courcy, present th.ese as testimony before of ·tl:e Association, conduc;ted the
had contact.
And his move- William Riley, Leo Voe!, Anthony !ht• Council as proof that the so- meetmg. Reports were given by
ments in the field of alhleiics have Schmieg, Lester Reuter, Robert ciel7 was active which is one ot Richard ~· J?owning, treasurer of
becn incited. by sound reasons- Blum, and Bernard Fox.
t~1e J1rime requisites for recogni- the Assocrntl~n, and Anthony C.
reas<;>ns wl11ch, whenever made
According to both McDonough t1on.
E!saesser, ch'.lirman of t~e Alumpublic, have gone unchallenged.
and Post work on the annual will
Frank IVIezw-, this year's secre- n1 Homecoming celebratto~ to be
Bul why all this talk about begin thjs week.
tary, is beginning preparation for held. on Noyember 8 and. 9 in conXavic1· athletics"! It would seem
---x--a reunion of old and new members nectton with the Xavier-Ce~tre
that those, "'.'ho arc "prcading
Lexington, Ky.-Some folks ob- at the next meeting, November B. football game at Corcoran Field.
rumors concerning deflation of ject to following the footsteps of He hopes to be able to show some
---x--Xavier athletics, are making the others because they want to make lantern slides, picturing notable
Please Patronize
wish father of the thought. This bigger foot steps themselves.
edifices of Germany.
Our Advertisers
year, as for the past four seasons,
Xavier is 1nceting the strongest
schedule of any team in the state
with the exception of Ohio State
University. And fat• those who
cock their eye and say: "But what
about next season'!" it can here be
stated that Xavier has signed contracts to play Kentucky, Centre,
and Centenary again next fall;
and it fs most probable that the
lVIaroons from Mississippi State
will also appear at Xavier next
year. It is a glorious fol'm of deflation over which Xavier is not i
wonying.
There arc other features or l'vlr.
Isaacs' article which arc not only
false but extremely distasteful to
Xavier's f1·iends. The word "imbroglio" could certainly be objected to, as could also the insinuation
in regard to Xavier's "scholnstic
reputation.'' Il can be pointed out
that, scholnslica1ly, Xavier has always been accorded a g1';lCle "A"
rating from the North Central Association.
The reference lo Xavier's t)l'csidcnt as "Fighting Irish" is so
lacking in taste that it hardly requires any correction on our part.
It suffices lo say that the Xavcrian
News has never, and will never
print any reference to a Univc1·sity of Cincinnati auth01·iiy which
is lacking the dignity apprnpriate
to him.
A letter to Mr. Isaacs which
was sent by Vincent Smith, Associate Editor of the Xnvcrian
News, received a 1·eply in the
October 23 issue of the Bearcal.
The chief statement printed was
"If we arc in error," ans\vercd Mr.
Isaacs, "concerning Fnther Burns'
sojourn at Loyola and he merely
shared in rather than instigated
the changes at that college it does
not reduce our rP.spect for Father
Burns and the way he is handling
this obviously unpleasant situation in the least."
It is not worth the reader's or
writer's tin~e to construct a syllogism or argument to prove that
Father Burns at Sl. Louis could
not share in a change at Loyola
in Chicago, and since it is not
probable that Mr. Isaacs would
understand the reasoning, the
answer will go unchallenged and
unpraiscworthy.
'
The entire affair would point
lb one thing. Some college men
do not seem worthy of the freedom of the press and strict moder&tion and· censorship arc ihe last
hope for unbiased tru1h.
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Masque Society, hes announced
the appointment of a program Kemper Lane Hotel To Be
committee· composed of Frank
Scene Of Traditional
Mezur and Larry Williams. These
Homecoming Dance
gentlemen will immediately underteke their duties, which will
Kemper Lane Hotel has been
consist in arranging the programs chosen as the site of the Annual
for the meetings throughout the Homecoming Dance to be held the
year.
evening of November 9, according
At the next regular meeting, to to the announcement of Jerome
be held on Monday, members will IJanson, Chairman of the Dance
report on the plays that have been Committee.
.
re.ad. T~e better. one-act plays
Negotiations have been made by
11 b d u d
tr t t
wi
c isc sse i~ an e
,o the Committee for both the ballselect n progr~m for the ~oc1ety s I room and the adjoining lounge of
first presentah~n, to be given be-1 the Hotel jn anticipation of a
fore
A Thanksg1vmg:
i"nvi·tati"
·
tt nd.
large attendance and ample space
111 e 1has been guaranteed all \Vho at. n.
on 1 a e
meeting was . extcn.ded to all I tend. In addition, the nearby din~·eshi:en genuinely interested in ing room will be open to all those
ram ·
who may desire refreshments.
---x--Tables and chairs will be available
for the convenience of those who
d
a 1ten •
•
After much consideration, the
/admission price has been set at
$l. 50 per couple. In view of this
--Mr. And Mre Janson Are nhomintalt cdhatrhget, tChhairma.nll Jhanson
•
'
as ,8 a e
~
ere W1
e no
lnJUred .'In Auto
special stag pnce as the pla~ outAccident
lined for the dance prohibit any
smaller c~arge,
.
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas J. JanDecoration~ becommg the annson, parents of Jerry Janson, star ual dance will be. profuse and all
guard on the Xavier University I arrangements to insure t.he comfootball team, were in a serious plete en~oyment of those m attencondition this week as a result of dance wlll be .made.
an automobile accident near WauThe Comrmttee, c.omposed of
pun, Wisconsin, late ·Tuesday af- Jerome Janso~, chainnan, Jack
ternoon.
McKenna, Phil. . Buckl<;w, Russ
Janson suffet·ed several rib- Sweeney, Do'!11ruc SIE?llo, and
fractures, according to dispatches Fr.ed Wun~erl1ch, prormse somereceived here. His wife received 1 thing new m Homecoming Dances
a compound leg-fracture and pps- and are extending ev~ry effort to
sible internal inju~ies. It was out~o all such !'rev10~s events.
stated that it may be necessary to '.fheir past expe~ence m arrangperform a second operation'to set mg dances at Xavier seems to warthe bone.
rant the attainment of their hopes.
1
· The cause of the accident was 1 !3ids for the m~sic have been reunknown. The car in which they ceived from various popular orwere riding was battered after ap- chestras in the vicinity of Cincinparently tsriking n telephone nati and are under consideration.
pole along the highway.
The orchestra chosen by the Com- .
, Janson is president of the mittee \Vill be announced later.
Nicholas J. Janson Company, food
The undergraduate "X" Club,
brokers, 221 East Third street. under whose supervision the dance
His residence is 1496 Dana Ave- will be held, extends to all an innue. He was scheduled to at~end vitation to. the first major social
the Dads' Day celebration today [event on the current Xavier calon the campus.
endar.
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Xavier Gridder's
Parents JnJUred
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''OMAHA"-Wbiner, one after
the other, ofthe Kentucky Derby,
the Preakness, and the Belnzont
Omaha is an outstanding horse
today.
And in the cigarette world
Chesterfield is outstanding.
Both won their place strictly
on merit.
Apply any test you likeChesterfields stand for the bes.t
there is -in cigarettes.
They are milder . . yet they ·
let you know you're smoking.
They taste better-give you real
pleasure.

---x---

BLESSED EVENT
A six and one half pound boy
was born to Mrs. Ralph .r. Konen
on October 22nd. Mrs. Konen is
the forme1· Helen Rose Hillenbrand of Batesville, Ind.
Mr.
Konen, one or Cincinnati's prominent young attorneys, graduated
from Xavier in 1926. He is chairman of the class reunion committee.

---x---

Akron, O.·-Nineteen colleges
and universities are giving prizes
to those seniors who acquire the
most interesUng library during
their college years.

1!!/ 1;1. ;••

for mildness

.. for better taste
C
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